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Dancing

Knights 'Take
Back the Night'

for charity ·
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

and Greek Row. UCF faculty,
staff and students of either gender are invited to join.
"Take Back the Night," an Volunteers are invited to share
event geared toward eliminating poetry, music or stories. The
violence against women, will event will conclude with a cantake place at the Student Union, dlelight ceremony.
April 12 at 7 p.m.
According to UCF's Victim
Nancy Eastman, UCF's Services office, one in four col~
Community Outreach Specialist, lege women has been the victim
said "Take Back the Night" of rape or attempted rape since
emphasizes obliterating violence the age of 14. "At UCF in 1998
against women and "demon- one rape was reported to universtrates ways women can empow- sity police, a decrease from three
er themselves to make the night rapes in 1997 ," said Tom
safe for them." She said the Gorbas, Crime Prevention Unit
event will achieve this goal by:
Coordinator.
•
• Increasing community
"Take Back the Night" is a
awareness of violence issues;
global event that began in 1976
• Honoring the memories of when Belgium women attending
victims of violence and celebrat- · the International Tribunal on
ing the survivors;
Crimes Against Women walked
• Serving as a collective together holding candles to
voice to appeal for a community protest the violence affecting
free of violence;
women's lives worldwide. In the
• Empowering individual United States, the first "Take
men and women to take direct Back the Night" marches took
action against violence;
place in 1978 in New York and
• Providing the leadership to California. Since then, marches
challenge organizations and and rallies have extended across
institutions to implement poli- the country in a national effort to
cies and initiatives that address provide support, confidence and
violence issues. ·
understanding of survivors of
"Take Back the Night" will violence. Marches also often
include a 2-mile march on cam- include musicians and martial
pus. The trek will include the arts demonstrations.
residence halls, Student Union
ELAINE LEBLANC
STAFF WRITER

Twenty-four hours of fun,
dancing, games and even some
tears all were part of the UCF
Dance Marathon that raised
money for Children's Miracle
Network.
This year's marathon held
April 8-9 raised more than
$23,000, which will benefit
Shands Children's Hospital and
Arnold Palmer Hospital for
Children & Women.
"Children's Miracle Network
helps so many children. It's worth
the small sacrifice of dancing 24
hours when the children have the
ultimate sacrifice," said dancer
Mini Shettigar, who has been the
only person to dance all four
years in the marathon's existence
at UCF.
Dance Marathon is UCF's
only completely student-run,
campus-wide
philanthropic
event.
UCF's
1st Dance
Marathon raised $8,000 and
since then has contributed more
than $60,000 to enrich pediatric
programs with research and special care equipment.
The impact of helping those
in need was the main reason why

MARATHON, Page 4

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Dancers participating heard stories first hand from families that benefited
from funds raised previously through the UCF dance marathon. Undsey
Lyons, ~eft, a 6-year·old heart recipient and her father, center, were guests
who told their story and gave their thanks to event-goers.

INSIDE Invalid votes lead

to dispute, appeal
ADAM SHIVER
.STAFF WRITER

With an appeal to the
Judicial Council, a final decision
finally has been made in order to
move the presidential elections
forward. After a fourth recount of
the ballots on April 4, the
Deeb/Dougan/Breneman ticket
appealed to the Judicial Council
for a final recount and decision.
The Elections Commission
went through each individual ballot on April 4 and voted on
whether or not each of the 142
invalid ballots were "clear and
legal'' and able to be counted in
the final totals.
"We voted on what we
thought to be legal and clear,"
said Chief EC David Dobin.
Upon the completion on this
voting it was decided that the
final counts were as follows:
• Cupicha/Gilbert/Ruiz; 693
• Deeb/Dougan/Breneman; 691
• Sprenkle/Kurle/Pena; 994

The results, which include
some invalid tickets that were
deemed legal by the Election
Committee, created a stir
amongst one of the parties. The
Deeb ticket which, without the
invalid votes being included in
the totals, was in second place
and the runoffs, made an appeal
with the Judicial Council.
The appeal requested that
the Judicial Council go through
the voter ballots themselves and
re-vote on the validity of each of
the invalid ballots and make a
final decision, over ruling that of
the Elections Committee.
The council met on April 6
to do just this. The council not
only reviewed each of the invalid
votes, and voted on them one at a
time, but also went over such
things as the confusing instructions that were given out at the
time of voting, and as to when to
hold the next series of elections.
-With no standard by which

ELECTIONS, Page 3

Shining at the Knight Images
Senior Adam Wade was the recipient of the Best of Show" honor at
the second annual Knight Image Awards, as well as pladng in a few
of the other categories.
- Story, Page 6
0
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Trial Team going for the Gold
SHELLEY WILSON

involving a murder that his best

STAFF WRITER

friend has been charged with.All

The UCF Ttial Team is getting ready to compete nati-Onally
against 60 other teams on April
14-16 after taking first place at
Regionals in February. With
hard work and a lot of preparation time on its side, the team is
hoping to take home first at
Nationals as well.
"I hope we come back with
good news and I'm confidantthat
we will. UCF has a great chance
of bringing hollle the g-0ld,"
Captain of the Eagles Trial
Team. Fermin Lopez, said. .: ,~
The Trial Team took 14th
hist year at Nationals beating ouf
other Universities ,such as Notre
Dame, Boston College and Ivy
league powerhouses: Yate and
Harvard. This year they out Iitigated all of them again, and fot
this to be the Trial Team's second
year at UCF, pride would be an
understatement.
nwe beat the best of the best
and we're looked at as the team
to beat. Everyone at our regional
championship told us how
strong we are," Coach Rob
Remis said.
All teams at Nationals will
1itigate the same .criminal case

teams will either represent prosecution or defense over the 3~
day competition held in Des
Moine$, Iowa. Each case will
take 2 to 3 hours to showcase in
front of judges that are attorneys
in real-life.
According to the members
and coaches of the UCF Trial
Team, they're more tl}an ready to
show their talerit and compete.
"I Hke our chances of ':pfacing among the top teams at

natkmals. However,, the coll'lpetiti-0n will 110,doubt be the hardest
we have yet' to face, comprised
of ·the 64 best teams in the
nation, we definitely haye 9ur
work cut out for. us,'' 'P:~E
Business studentanq Trial Team
member, Tav~s Souder said,,
Coach rilane Sudia is quite
proud of the pount1ess hoots and
dedication th¢ team has devoted
to getting ready for Nationals.
HI think we have the confithat they're ready
dence in
to compete against the best and
come out the best ·They've all
worked very hard for it." S'.tldia
said.
Confidence and "still being
amazed go hand and hand when
it comes to this type of C01llpetition. There are over 360 teams

them

nationwide that compete in the
beginning to have a chance to go
to Nationals with only about 60
making it all the way. ,
This will be Brian Murray's
first ttjp to Nationals. Murray.
w~o is also a UCF }{~nor student, stated that even though the
prep time is tht1te, there1s .still a
sense of awe when the team gets
ready to present.
''ft1s when. you tW<e· your
first step into .that ~ourtroom at
. Nationals...That's
it ...That's '
when it hits you ... The cuhnination of,,ov~r a years woi;k and it!s
now shOwtime/"''. Murray said. ·
How well the UCF Trial

Team 'f!erforms .in that showrime
Will give them a placement
~ationally, but. . . Capt~ Lonez

the

believesJhat
members of the
Team and UCF students are
already Winners:
"UCP has a great computer
program. and football progrmn,
but I think this type of competi'.'"
tion brings out that we also poilsibly have the best~ litigators in
the country," Lopez said.
The deadline for tryouts for
next year's Trial Team is April 17
at 4:30 p..m. The case to try out
with can be picked up in Sudia's
office (HPA '.318) and it' is
advised that it should be picked
up before that date to prepare.

Founders' Day proves excellence in education at UCF
DUSTY MANDOLFO
STAFF WRITER

The Founders' Day Honors
Convocation recently recognized
the achievements of those students who have finished 75
hours of credit (30 from UCF)
and are in the top 1 percent of
their colleges at an awards ceremony held at UCF.
These students' felt their
successes would not have been
possible if it had not been for the
teachers who influenced their
lives. Undergraduate and graduate teachers received awards for
displaying qualities above and
beyond their job descriptions.
·A Faculty Advising and
Professional Advising award
was given to the advisors of UCF
in an effort to recognize the time
and skills that are needed to help
produce productive students.
There were awards for those
who have an exceptional ability

•

•

and showed outstanding performance in a particular area of
study.
LEAD
Scholars,
University
Honor Society,
University
Honors,
and
University Honors in the Major
were all recognized for their
achievements. Students in the
Honors in the Major Thesis and
Honors in the Major Outstanding
Thesis Awards were given to
graduates.
The
Pegasus
Professor for 2000-2001 was
awarded to Charles D. Dziuban
in the College of Education.
The awards were important
to those who have been working
to the best of their ability for the
past year, but it was also to recognize the beginning of UCF.
The Founder's Day Convocation
on April 6, was a way of establishing the fact that UCF is not
only growing in numbers but in
intelligence. The founders of
UCF established a foundation
for the university to build upon.

•
•

•

•

•
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Riverwind

UCF'S Finest Student Apartment

atAlafaya

State Of The Art Technology

. / . ,"'
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True·Luxury

•

Truly Unique
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LARGEST Apartments
LARGEST Living Area and ...
absolutely the LARGEST Bedrooms with Full Private Bathrooms!

•

ter and Study Center,
d
· of Video
Game Room.' Compu d Fitness Center, Pool an
.
. o Brings an exciting Select•on
broadcast)
Movie Theater "."/Surrc~ind ;~~:Ss\ble 24-Hours Per Day!
Digital Satelh~~V~~~eptional Clarity a~d HDTVH~~~f You Have One!
Heated Whu\poo\ pa
.
Channels to You wt
& Uving Room, BnngYour
to Each \nd\v\dua\ Bedroom
.----------Lease Includes:
• Satellite Cable Television
With Digital HO I V
• Sewer, Water, Electric
• Unlimited Local
lelephone
• Continous High Speed
1-1 Internet Access
•Full-Size Washer & Dryer
in 1::.ach Apartment
•Pest Control
• NO Deposits Required
tor Utilities
• Alarm System in Each
· Apartment w/individual
Codmg
• 1-'arnc !:Sutton in t:ach
~edroom

• t-rre SpnnKters
I hroughout
• Deadbolt Locks on
Bedroom Doors

Furnishings Include:
•Full-Size Double Bed
• Night Stand
• Computer Desk with Chair
• Ample Drawer &
Shelving Space
• Sofa & Love Seat
• 5-Piece Dining Set
•Coffee & End Tables
•TV Stand
•Microwave & u1shwasher
• Seit Cleaning Oven
• Hetngerator w11ce maKer
• Full-Size Double Sink
• l:iaroage u1sposa1
• Front & Back Entry

Hey
Amenities Include:
• State of the Art Fitness Center
•Large Pool with:
Misting Deck
Lap Lanes
yool Volleyball
Pool Basketball
• X-Tra Large Screen I v
•Game Room
• 1e1ev1s1ons Located Within/
Without Clubhouse
• Computer Lab & Stuay
Center
• Copier & t-ax Macn111~
• Gated AGG~~~

•
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ts your

apartment
too little?

Has your rent jumped
over the moon?
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'This whole thing has been very
confusing from the start,' said Dougan
FROM PAGE

1.

to judge or deem an invalid ballot
'clear and legal' making it valid
and countable the council had to
discuss each ballot on an individual basis.
After nearly 2 hours of deliberation the council decided a final
outcome.
Cupicha/Gilbert/Ruiz; 693
Deeb/Dougan/Breneman; 693
Sprenkle/Kurle/Pena; 994
Though the recount only
made a small change in the number of votes counted, it made a
huge difference in the actions to
be taken regarding the election.
The recount decided that the
Cupicha and Deeb tickets would
both advance to the next election
against the Sprenkle ticket.
"After five recounts, the only
two consistent outcomes were
those that resulted in ties," said
Executive Vice President candidate, Karen Breneman.
"They [the Judicial Council]
did what they thought most fair,"
said Presidential candidate, Andy
Cupicha. "We're just going to
keep it very professional, and if
that's enough to win this election
then so be it. If not, then we will

Judicial Council meeting April 6.
be there to support the others."
Also, with nothing on the Dobin chose the busiest days at
books regarding a tie, placing area campuses, based on this past
three parties in a runoff situation, election, in order to try to make
. the Judicial Council had to decide things fair for everyone.
The council expressed their
on a way to run a special threeconcern about running elections
ticket election.
"This whole thing has been so close to finals, and has decided
very confusing from the start," that their current plan for the
said Patrick Dougan, Student presidential elections will keep
Body Vice Presidential candidate. them from running into finals
The council decided that it week.
would be best to run a new elec·"Running elections into
tion beginning April 10. The vot- finals week is not fair to the caning to include the three top tick- didates, the elections committee
ets,
Deeb/Dougan/Breneman, or the students," said Laura
Cupicha/Gilbert/Ruiz
and Wharton, Chief Executive of the
Sprenkle/Kurle/Pena .
Judicial Council.
The elections were decided
Even though a reelection is
to be held April 10-12. April 10 needed, all three parties look forvoting took place at the Daytona ward to receiving the results of
campus from 2-6 p.m. and on · this election.
"There. is an intense level of
April 11 on the main campus all
day and at the Brevard campus competition amongst the candifrom 2-6 p .m. April 12 will have dates," stated Presidential candielections all day on the main date, John Deeb. "We give a lot of
campus and 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. at respect to the Akinrefon ticket,
the Brevard campus .
who were very motivated and
While the amount of time eager to get involved. The elecallotted for the area campuses tion process has been well-orga-·
was shortened slightly, it is still nized, the election commissioners
thought by Dobin to be fair for are friendly yet impartial, and all
the candidates have remained
all.
"I think we should be fair to professional and courteous."
everyone," said Dobin at the

PHOT<? BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Art on display
"Overlapping" by Pridlla Valadares is one of the many works of
art showcased in the Board of Regents Art Display located on the
second floor of the Student Union.
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MISS
HAWAIIAN
TROPIC
BEAUTY PAGEANT
AND SWIMSUIT COMPETITION
Begins @ 5:30
MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC SPONSORS:
1ifj&.~IB-'.ii9
· -.?.-N•N ~.u
· / ''fbeA~Hhrl!(
JA.CKDANIEJ;
1·111otT1 Crul!e
lfil?!lfill ··~...
,.1
••• nME~WHISIU:Y S
_.....'-M-ik.iold
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Llo~·d Bul'lew p11esents

•

N!S1l! PliO-!M
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ROCK THE HOUSE WITH
LOCAL FAVORITES

~ER~O~lt V!!ERCR!l! 1REE!rYtE ~HOW~OV~

Concert@
7:30 PM

featuring
1999 World and National Champion
Eric Malone and
1999 World Amateur Champion
Josh lustic from Mel~ourne

-

Showdown @3PM

,..

Look for these new stands to pick up the
Central Florida Future
every Wednesday during the school year.

The campus newspaper for over 30 years!

FUT'CTRE

>.·' ..
'

PLEASE,

Also to keep up with all the Knights' athletic teams
pick up a copy of Into The Knights.
The official publication of UCF Athletics .

NO COOLERS, CAMERAS, CAMCORDERS, CHAIRS OR LASERS PERMITIED

into the

•
•

•
•

· rM£SA
~r· · :.w

. W·-"'"·'·- ..,.,"''·

FELLSMERE,

FL

Rl6HI5
for Info. or Tickets, call Toll·free:

(~1n Mf~A Jll
(

6l]·2849)

Jug nor!li of Vero ~en at ~rr o~, weg off~~~ in fellsmere, fl• Weosite: 1WN1.rneso~~.com • tilloil: lilf~rnesoixi~.com or n~e~@meso~otrnm
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ALL EVENTS ARE RAIN OR SHINE AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE •.OUTLET SERVICE CHARGE MAY APPLY

Campus Locations
Student Union
UCF Library
Knights Pantry
Creol Parking Garage
Education Parking
Garage

Administration Bldg.
Education Bldg.
Engineering Bldg. •
Business Bldg.
Libra Dorms

Health P/A Bldg.
UCF Bookstore
Fine Arts Breezeway
Career Resource Ctr.

•
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UCF's business department sells its skills UCF dance marathon
raised over $60, 000
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

UCF's College of Business
Administration sold its skills
competing in the first National
Collegiate Sales Competition
held at Baylor University in
Waco, Texas. Seniors Stephanie
Gardner and Tracie Gilbert
placed UCF in the median of the
top 21 sales schools in the North
America with their 12th·place
finish in two rounds of sales
role-play competition in late
February.
The purpose of this national
competition was to promote the
sales profession as a viable
career for college students, as
well as providing an opportunity
for corporate sponsors to preview college students for
prospective corporate sales positions. Corporate sponsors such
as Office Depot, Xerox Business
services, Ericsson Inc. and
Arrow Electronics . were just a
few of. the sponsors on hand
scouting college prospects, as
well as funding the transportation and rooming costs of contestants.
Gilbert and Gardner were
required to prepare two sales
presentations selling a product
in the first round and a service in
the second. Gardner and Gilbert
sold Daytimer planners in the
first round of role-play scenarios
and Federal Express service in

the second. The products and UCF Marketing students by subrole play scenarios were mitting a video tape of a sales
announced to them two months presentation that served as a
prior to competition. Training final examination in their
twice a week with UCF Professional Selling course.
Marketing Department faculty
UCF competed against top
Dr. Ron Michaels~ department business schools in the country
chair Dr. Karl Sooder and Dr. including the University of
Ron Pimentel, Gilbert and Akron, University of Toledo and
Gardner honed their skills up to Ball State.
the very last minute, even
These schools offer as many
rehearsing role-play scenarios as eight different undergraduate
en route to the competition in the sales courses, and well-funded
Houston airport as bystanders sales centers that specialize in
observed.
sales by dedicating a team of
"I would feel totally confi- oj faculty and facilities to teaching
dent walking into any sales call -sales techniques and courses.
now. No sales call will ever be as
While UCF has no sales
intimidating as the competition center and offers only one sales
scenarios.~· sajd Gilbert.
·
course, it is a requirement for all
Competition
scenarios marketing · majors because,
resembled a real life business "most marketing &tudents end up
situation, however a panel of in sales jobs,)) said Pimentel.
Pimentel, who traveled to
judges evaluated contestants ·
from a video camera placed in Baylor with Gardner and
the comer of the room.
Gilbert, serving as sponsoring
"All you could think about professor, believes that Gardner
was the camera zooming in on and Gilbert's performance at the
Collegiate
Sales
you as beads of sweat dripped National
from your forehead," said Competition will bring many
Gilbert.
benefits to UCF's College of
Gardener agreed the experi- Business Administration.
"More companies will qe
ence has made her much more
confident about entering the job attracted to recruit students at
force in sales and said, "''It was UCF now, and sometimes in
an exciting opportunity to meet recruiting, companies help out
students like myself from financially, It helps students
around the country and speak to . degrees look better being known
as a top· business school for
potential employers."
Gardner and Gilbert were sales," said Pimentel.
selected from a group of 200

during its first 4 years
FROM PAGE

l

many chose to participate in the
UCF Dance Marathon.
"Our motto is 24 hours could
mean SO years of someone else's
life. That is more important than
anything else I was going to do
this weekend," Marathon Moraler
Abby Pfeiffer, said.
The Interfratemity Council
at Penn State originated the idea
of a Dance Marathon in 1973 to
benefit a local children's hospital.
Children's Miracle Network
(CMN), teaming up with Dance
Marathon, took flight when
Indiana University raised more
than $60,000 for their local CMN
.hospital. All of the money that
. UCF raised will also stay locally
to benefit children who have
overcome great odds.
"It's amazing to see the children you've helped who might
not be standing here today if it
wasn't for the money you've
helped raise. It's really gratifying
and I'm enjoying myself at the
same time," Moraler and UCF
Homecoming
King
Chris
Scheeren said.
The marathon also received a

big showing of support from the
UCF community.
The UCF cheerleaders, Gold
Team and basketball, soccer,
baseball and football teams all
were ~epresented to help kick off
the marathon. Some members
even got on the floor to show
some of their moves. This formula, -plus many others, equaled success to Kim Coleman, the Overall
Director for Dance Marathon.
"It went fantastic. People
have walked up to me and said
how much fun they've had without me even asking," Coleman
said.
The program helping those
in need was an added benefit for
Coleman.
"You walk away with a sense
of fulfillment," Coleman said.
"You're so exhausted and excited
at the same time. There's a sense
of completion by meeting the
children and families you've
helped by this event. It's very
inspiring."
The official check from the
UCF Dance Marathon to CMN
will .be presented during the
Children's Miracle Network
Telethon on June 3 and 4 that will
be televised on Fox 35.
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Engineering design competition held at UCF

•
•

·•

•
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•
•

SPECIAL TO

Tm: F'uTURE

Engineering students prepare their potatoes for the impending race.

•
KRISTEN BUSCAGLIO
STAFF WRITER

•
•

•

.

Recently there were potatoes
racing · in the University of
Central Florida pool. This . may
seem odd to many, but to others
it's an exciting competition. On
March 29, llO teams of young
engineers competed in the first

freshmen design competition .
Their mission; if they chose to
accept it, was to design a transportation device, costing under
$28, that could transport a one
quarter to one and a half pound
potato across the UCF pool. The
team that completed the task in
the shortest time would be handsom~ly rewarded with a small
scholarship and a luncheon with
the dean.

The teams were constructed
through networking. Some students posted electronic bulletins
on WebCT, while others asked
friends or classmates to join their
team. Together the groups brainstormed and then built their project. This process took students
between three months and one
week to plan and construct.
However, on competition
day the transportation devices
approximately took 2 to 30 seconds to cross the UCF pool.
Although there were numerous entries, specific ones stood
out in the mind of Ron Eaeglin,
Assistant Dean for.DL College of
Engineering, as being very
unique. Students built bungee ·
cord systems, potato tubes, rockets, spring. based launchers, airfoils and submarines. The winning entry consisted of a rocket
powered system. The talented
gentlemen who built this system
are Jamie Alfaro, Jr., Benjamin
Bretzman, Jason Hand-CTPer, and
Erick Torres. Together they
proved that hard work accomplishes goals. The motivation
behind these goals is their desire
to become engineers. These men
along with most of the freshmen

engineering students hold jobs
that will further their knowledge
pertains to their field of study.
This project provided future
engineers a starting-off point for
broadening their imagination.
Through team work, new ideas
and inventions were created. This
year's competition was very successful and the outlook in contin-

uing this tradition is promising.
When asked if he would ever
enter into a similar contest in the
future, Jose M. Rodriguez said,
"Yes, I loved the pressure that the
environment of competition
exerted on us. It brings out the
best in each individual and creates an exciting atmosphere of ·
teamwork and sport."

SPECIAL TO

THE FuTURE

Freshman engineers raced potatoes in the UCF pool to broaden their imagi·
nations and creativity•
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STUDENT WELLNESS ADVOCATE TEAM'S 1ZTH ANNUAL
REGISTRATION FORM

I

•

SWAT SK RUN & WALK Al GREEK PARK-

Last Name

First Name
Street Address

•
•

City

State

Phone

#SS

Sex

Age

•

lJ 'Nheelchair
Teams (each member must submit
individual registration form at the
Campus Wellness Center by
4 pm, Thursday, April 13)

•
•

•

Awesome T-shirts for
first 250 registered!
T-shirts not guaranteed race day. Register early
at the Campus Wellness Center Trailer 61 7 (823-5841 )

•

POST RACE PARTY!! Join us after the race for fun, music, pizza, drinks, smoothies,
door prizes, and the AWARDS Ceremony.

•

.

.
•

•
•

•

Zip

TEAM SPIRIT AWARDS!! $50 Dominos gift certificates will be given to each
Club/Open, Facul1Y/Staff, Sorori1Y% and Fraterntty°/o team with the largest number
participating. All teams with 5 or more members will be entered into a drawing
for a 5th Dominos $50 gift certificate!

Team' Name
In consideration of this entry, I. the undersigned participant
acknowledge that I am acquainted with the various risks of
participating In the SWAT 5K Run & Walk at Greek Park on ,April 14,
2000. I am aware of the various risks of participating in this activi1Y
includng, but not limited to, the significant risk of serious peisonal
injury, death, or personal property damage or destruction, and
assume for the above-named individual all risks and consequences
associated with or arising in connection with such participation. I
further attest and verify that I am physically fit, have trainedsufficientty
for the competttlon of this event and that I am racing at my om risk.
I hereby agree to Indemnify and hold harmless the State of Florida,
the Board of Regents of the State of Florida, and UCF. their
employees, sponsors, beneficiaries. representatives. successors and
assigns from and against any and all claims, damages, actions.
liabill1Y and expenses In connection with any and all Injuries suffered
to me in this event

I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RELEASE FORM
AND UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO ITS CONTENTS.

Age Group Trophies and $1 Ogift certificgtes
20 and urKler [top 3male and feroole) ·
21 to25 (top3maleandfema~)
26 to 35 (top 2male and ferrole)
36 to 45 (top 2male and female)
46 ard over (top 2roole and female)
Top fin~ber in the wheelcooir dMsion

lJ Club/Open
0 Facul1y/Staff
lJ Fraterni1y
0 Sorori1y

~

·

NECJl.ARS"
·
Partially funded by ActMty and Selvice fees
through the Student Government Association

Signature
Date

tmust be signed by parent it under la)
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Interns work with
General Motors
ADAM SHIVER
S'[A,fF WRITER

. Many people dream about
working for a huge corporation

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Sculpted glass plaques and money were awarded to the winners of each category 2nd annual Knight Images Awards.
Several UCF alumni as well as benefactors Tony and Sonia Nicholson were inducted into the first Nicholson School of
Communication Hall of Fame. ,

Students recognized at Knight Images AWards
ELAINE LEBLANC
STAFF WRITER

The Nicholson School of
Communication (NSC) hosted its
second annual Knight Image
Awards on April 8.
Students entered the competition in 20 categories ranging
from Print Advertising to
Photography to Resumes. The
top three winners in each category received $100, $75 and $50,
respectively.

In addition, the NSC recognized five students in each of the
communications majors as a
"Student of the Year." The ceremony also awarded five students
with a Roast and Toast
Scholarship and introduced the
NSC Alumni Hall of Fame, along
with this year's· outstanding NSC
alumni.
Professionals were invited to
attend the Knight Image Awards
to view the showcase of the 253
entries.
"This was not only an opportunity for the students to be rec-

ognized for their talents, but also
a chance for potential employers
to take a peek at the prospects
headed roward their field," s~d
Bob Davis, head of the advertising/public relations department.
The event's sponsors included Florida Public Relations
Association, Public Relation
Society of America, The Orlando
Sentinel, Fry Hammond and Bar,
Florida Hospital, Kissimmee
Utility Authority, and the
Nicholson family.
- see list of winners below

such as General Motors, but
there are few who actually make
that dream a reality. A group of
UCF students have done just
this.
The College of Business
Administration recently united
with General Motors to allow
marketing interns the opportuni~
ty to make a significant impact
on Central Florida's Massey
Cadillac. Tbe group of students
who General Motors has joining
up with is called Pegasus
Promotions.
·Pegasus Promotions is a
marketing agency that is made
up of 14-UCF mai;keting interns.
This agency is divided into four
departments: Rese~rch, ·Public
Relations/Advertising,
Published
Reports
and
Budgeting.
Each of the 14 students was
chosen for this unique experience based a plethora of different chru;acteristics. Each student
was required to have a 3.0 grade

point average; completion of

required marketing

classes,

demonstrati-0n of leadership,
and a strong work ethic, among
many other requirements.
Th~ students worked on
developing, executing and evaluating a comprehensive marketing plan for Massey Cadillac.
Massey .will be providing
$2,500 for the semester to compensate for advertising, research
and presentation expenditures.
The marketing plan will provide
the company with advertising,
promotions, research, analysis
and evaluations.
This provided. the interns
with some 'real world' experience, as well as hands-on
knowledge and learning.
In addition to all of the
skills and learning· these interns
received, they also raised money
for theMarty Lyons Foundation.
The foundation assists charity
organizations who help grant
tenninally ill children a. special
wish. A portion of the proceeds
from Massey Cadillac sales on
the planned event day will go
toward the Marty Lyons
Foundation.

Knight Image Awards winners
Feature Story
1. Adatn Wade
2. Erica Franck
3. Jana Jacobs
Layout
1. Katherine White
2. Pablo Silva
3. Elaine Gallant
Advertising.. Concept
I. Tamera Saui
2. Leah Mitchell
3. Wes Knight
Web-Personal
1. Jon Arnold
2. Jonathan Garin
3. Wayne Smith
J
Web-Commercial
1. Pablo Silva
2. Michelle Ruble
3. JonAmold
Broadcast News-TV
1. Vanessa Anderson
2. Emely Jimenez
3. Diana Buznego
Radio Commercial Script
I. Sheree Roselli
2. Gerald Tuck ill
3. J?ax Nelson
Backgrounders
1. Nikki Black
2. Allison Stark
3. Susan Ennis

\

\

Other
1. Sam Borkson and John
Deeb
2. Sam Borkson
3. Gregory Rivera
Broadcast News-Radio
1. Cynthia Martinez
2. Joy Walker
3. Maia Tysdal

Hard News
tAdatn Wade
2. Wes Knight
3. Keva Harrison
Resume
1. Julie.Holdsworth
2. Gerald Tuck III
3, Justin Santarsola
PR-News Release
1. Jason VoWinkel
2. Jamie Beneze
3. Nicole Albano
Speech
. 1. Heissam Jebailey
2. Erin Ricciardiello
3. Kraig Spence
Logotypes
1. Jon Arnold
2. Sam Borkson
3.Jaci Willoughby
Advertising-Finished
1. Jim Darlington
2. Vince Fedele
3. Frank Winewski

Broadcast Advertising-TV
1. John Deeb -Sci Fi City

2. Sam Borkson -Sound
Exchange
3. John Deeb -Agressive
Appliances
Broadcast Advertising..
Radio
1. Chris Cucci and David
Tangredi
2. Linda Dawes
Photo-Still
1. Luiz Oliviera
2. Erin Benit
3. Jessica Polito
Photo-News
1. Erin Benit
2. Jason Kokotoff

There's never been a better way to
show you're proud to be a UCF graduate than by putting a U CF tag on
your car. And there's never been
a better time than right now.
For just $25 more than your
regular fee, or less than seven
cents a day, you can help support
academic programs and scholarships

at the University of Central Florida.
Why not join the thousands of UCF
Alumni, students and fans who have
already purchased their U CF tags?
For more information
please call the UCF Alumni
Association at (407) UCF-ALUM,
or stop by your local Florida
tag -agency.

The UCF license plate•••
make the change.

COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
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at Bob Dance. Where everybody rides!
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BOB DAN[(
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HIGHWAY 17·92 LONGWOOD, fl

407•292•0000
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Innovative art becoming reality at UCF
DUSTY MANDOLFO
STAFF WRITER

Professor Gaudnek's innovative ideas about art have been
known and admired, not only in
America but in Germany.
His last show of art was entitled "Heads, A Legacy of the
Magnets." He asked students to
draw one painting each week.
Gaudnek surpassed this fete and
drew thirty-one portraits in thirtyone days. He picked the celebtjties on the basis of, "people who
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still incorporates models, but thought and ideas forth that canbrings forth a creative type of art not be conceived by many. The
that will eventually lead to a new art department of UCF is proud to
trend for artists. Gaudnek rein- have Gaudnek as a contributor to
forces the importance of not only their success.
President Hitt captured
the computer and art materials,
but the camcorder is a necessity. · Gaudnek's true essence by sayArt in the future will be seen in a ing, "Professor Gaudnek has
different light, and Gaudnek will earned my attention by his consistent presentation of challengbe a part of that c.reation.
Gaudnek tries to not only ing ideas and concepts in the
teach students, but produce his Visual Arts and by his detemiinaown inventions of art and pro- tion to make many of his creative
duce them for his class to be dreams a reality."
inspired. He also tries to brings

Gaudnek wants his students
and people interested in his work,
to fathom the idea that there can
be a new packaging presentation
of art work. This art brings out
not only the unbelievable paintings, but sex appeal as well.
Gaudnek would like to teach a
new class called Happenings and
Concepts. This would teach students to make art work a performance that would put yourself in
it, body, face, to create a presentation. Gaudnek' s latest work is
involved with a VHS. His work

~A

E
Q
~

are celebrities and who are not
celebrities, yet." Pictures included people such as Madonna,
Christopher Columbus and even
President Hitt of UCF. He was
inspired by the media's boasting
of the heroes of the century, and
he made a list of his own.
Gaudnek's unique art is
becoming a reality in a different
style. Gaudnek is bringing forth
new ideas for his students to
incorporate, " a new integration
of modeling-and interpretation of
art work," Gaudnek said.

0

~
~
~

•Utilities included
•Individual leases
• Computer and study c~nter
• Sparkling pool with sundeck
11801 Boardwalk Drive
•Basketball court
Orlando, Fl 32826
• Sand and pool volleyball
(407) 384~8626
• Lynx Laser bus service
•Oversized bedroom with private bath in each fully furnished four bedroom apartment
• Full size double bed in each bedroom
·• Study desk in every bedroom
• All bedrooms pre wired to allow for phone, internet access and cable TV
•Cable TV with 38 channels, including HBO and Sunshine Sports Network
• Keyed deadbolt lock on each bedroom door
·• Full size washer/dryer, microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher, refrigerator wi~h
icemaker, range, mini blinds & ceiling fans
•Smoke detectors, fire alarms, fire extingushers, and sprinkler systems throughout
• Seperate fro~t and back ingress/egress doors and stair tower to each apartment
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DIRECTIONS:
University Blvd. east to Alafaya Trail. Right on
Alafaya Trail. Boardwalk is .8 mile on the left.
"Should I take
ajob without
health
insurance?"
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The crickets come out at Knight

•

The Pakistan Student Association cricket team played against eight
teams on April 1 on the UCF softball field. The teams play there
regularly each week•

•

..

Mom Nonnie seminar

•

tionship to fail .
"Co-dependency is a disease," she said.
Cameron said the greatest
"There is no such thing as fear of people was speaking in
a bad kid between the ages of front of a crowd. She
18-22," said Nonnie Cameron explained that all people are
on· March 28 at an etiquette insecure and gave advice on
seminar held at the University how to over come that fear.
of Central Florida.
She also discussed proper etiCameron, known on . quette for job interviews.
University campuses nationalShe added, " You only
ly as "Mom Nonnie,"dis- have one chance to make a
cussed interpersonal skills first impression."
and relationships. Cameron
She explained she was
discussed the importance of here to give students the infordeveloping healthy relation- mation to help get students
ships with other people. She professional jobs.
explained elements of a balCameron,
being
a
anced relationship.
Housemother .to Sigma Phi
Cameron said communi- Epsilon at Purdue University
cation between the partners is and a member of the
essential. She said, "You can't Association of Fraternity
change or controi anyone but Advisors, believes in . the
you can talk to them."
Greek systems represented on
physically university campuses. She said
"Being
healthy, listening and except- the Greek fraternities and
ing spiritual guidance are sororities are perceived as
other points of a balanced bad. She explained the imporrelationship," Cameron said. tance of Greek image and said
"I'm not preaching, just she did not condone irresponreaching."
sible behavior.
Cameron explained the
"I represent you," she
elements that cause failure in explained to the members of
a relationship.
the fraternities and sororities
She explained how not in the audience .
- taking responsibility for
She also taught the audiactions, and being defensive ence proper dining etiquette
can ruin a relationship. She from how to hold a fork and
also said that always finding knife to proper place settings.
_ fault with a partner, co-depen- Cameron said her goal was to
dency and snubbing the other give students information to
partner could cause the rela- help their lives.
SARA WOEBER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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B_RIOHTEN YOUR'HORIZONS l/T
l/ROENBRIOHT!
Immediate Employment Opportunities
Full-Time & Part Time
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
&

•

TRAINING PROVIDED!
•

Security Officers
(E, W, and S.Orlando) .

•

&
Passenger Services Specialist

•

(Orlando Jnt 'l Airport)

•
•

•

•

•

•

Flexible Schedules
•
Full Benefits Available
Training & License Assistance

ARGENBRIGHT SECURITY, INC.
Apply Moil. - Fri 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
5782 S. Semoran Boulevard
(Southwest Corner of Semoran & Hoffner
in the Airport Busi.ness Center)

(407) 281-4600

story
idea?

Have a

E·mail us:
news@u1lluture.1om
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Be a Parking Pass On-Liner
(An Informational Poem by John
Clark, Manager of UCF Parking
Services)
To all our wonderful college students:
Want to show your "smart~" and prudence~
Want to save your valuable time?
Beat theheat; not stand in line?
Yes! Beat the heat! Don't stand in line!
Save both yourfeet, and your tirrtel
To keep from having conniption fits!
Just go-online for pa.:king permits!
Make buying a parking permit easier,
And your permit purchase breezier.
Make your day just that much finer.
s13e a P~king Pass "On-Liner.,,

Try it! You'lllike it! We are certain,

That your feet wiJt not be hurtin',J

OtheJ:Wise, you can bet,
· '!.:hat at our, window, you will ge.t
:':::

,>:

•• ~

a:1

• :::;

•

:::o:;

While parpng permits are notfre~.

·Tam .~'e t~~f yqu'll 3¥ree, .·

'.By buyin.f~ero';i~~..fine~ ·you'll St!e~
Just how painless it can be.
One more.thing from this novice board:
You'll have to 'Use a credit card.
But that's ~kayl Ml make your day
To buy your parking pass this way!
Yes! Make your day so much finer.
Become a Parking Pass On-Liner!
It's the best thing you can do
WithJ1ttp://parking.ucf.edu
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UCF lends hand to South African university
On April 18, the John T. Washington
Award & Scholarship Luncheon is to be
held in the Cape Florida Ballroom of the
Student Union. The event is to be presented
by the Office of African-American Studies.
Prices range from $35 for individuals up
through $300 per corporate group. A price
for students is as of yet to be announced.
You can acquire more information on the
affair by calling (407) 823-0026.

ADAM SHIVER
STA FF WRITER

Through a $460,000 grant provided by
the United States Agency for International
Development, UCF will be lending a helping hand. The University will be teaming up
with Daytona Beach and Bethune-Cookman
College in order to help out a South African
college by the name of Vista University. The
universities will be assisting with the development of teaching and research with the
academic staff of the university.

UCF to host Shakespeare Festival
UCF will be hosting the Shakespeare
Festival at the Walt Disney Amphitheater
downtown at Lake Eola. Love's Labour's
Lost will be showing as until May 7. Tickets
will range from $8 ~n up through $35.
Showings on Thursday.swill begin at 7 p.m.,
while shows Friday through Sunday will
:
happen at 8 p.m.
Reserved seating · for both shows are
· available. For more information, as well as
to make reservations, '. contact the Festival
box office at (407) 893-4600.

Student art exhibit
goes on exposition
Beginning April 20, and running
through July 31, the University art gallery
will be exhibiting works done by graduating
students. The works of art are those of students graduating with their Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree. The gallery hours are from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For
more information contact the art department
at (407) 823-5629.

Writing Center searches
for workers

Human form in prints
The University art gallery is currently
hosting "Figuration: Selected Prints from
Graphicstudio." The works that are being
displayed are portraits, narratives, abstracts
and conceptual works on a wide variety of
subjects. There is no charge for, admittance.
The gallery is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
every weekday. Sample slides from the
gallery can be obtained through Jerry Klein
at the University news bureau, who can be
contacted at (407) 823-2730. The exhibit
closes April 14.

Theatre UCF opens
'Toys in the Attic'
This southern drama is ·a story of two
sisters who have spent their lives looking
after their younger brother. When he returns
home one day with a young· bride, cash and
gifts in hand to repay his debts to his sisters,
they have no idea of what to do. 'Toys in the
Attic' is a story of what sudden wealth can
do for someone and the people around him.
The play opened April 6 and will run
through April 16. Thursday through Sunday
showings will begin promptly at 8 p.m., with
matinees on Sundays at 2:00 pm. Tickets
range from $4.50 for students, up through
$8.75. For more information contact the
UCF box office at (407) 823-1500.

The campus writing center is currently
looking for people to fill positions for the
fall semester. The writing center, which
assists students with composition and editing of papers, is looking for people to fill
editing positions. For more information,
contact Beth Rapp-Young at (407) 823-2197
or pick up an application at the front desk in
the writing center.

Dance the 'Knight' away
For those interested in learning the art
of ballroom dancing, there will be a 'knight'
-of free dance instruction on April 12. The
event is scheduled to take place from 7-10
p.m. in the· Student Resource Center
· Auditorium. For more information get in
touch with the Office of Student Activities at
(407) 823-6471.

Give blood, help blood supply
The Central Florida Blood Bank is
going to be holding a blood drive on April
12 from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. in front of the
Student Union.
Students are encouraged to come out
and donate, and will be given a free T-shirt
for their participation. Students are eligible
to donate every 56 days, or 8 weeks.

Scholarship ·luncheon
set to take place

Did You Pay College
Tuition This Semester?
Join the Florida Army National
Guard and we'll pay your tuition?
As a member of the

Guard you can attend
a public college or university in 1'1orida with the
Education Dollars fur
Duty Program. This
is a great opportunity to serve Florida, earn a parttime salary and
enjoy the ben·
. efits of a higher education.
CALL TODAY!

BLOOD DRIVE, Page 11

SALES, MARKETING & RETAIL

TUESDAY
April19
9:30am-4:00pm

Omni Rosen Hotel
9840 International Dr.
Orlando, FL

Many of the nation's largest companies will be granting interviews for hundreds of positions in the
Orlando area! Attend the events anytime during the day, dressed ready to interview. Bring plenty of
resumes. For more information and specific company Locations call 949.460.5360 or visit
www.SalesSeek.com. EOEM/F/D

Y<§~6Tt~R

carter's·

•root Locker.

.~ perrlet.

•No cost
• No Pre-Registration

f'OODS••v•cc:

• .Earnings of $20K-

lt.{•}i-.1

ROSS PRODUCTS DIVISION
ABBOTT LABORATORIES

COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215-1724

$100K+
• Entry-to Senior-Level

Positions Available

""'Sa.fes ____·

If you are unable to attend the

D~:I

~event be sure to visit these sltesl~

•
www.UCFfuture.com
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Blood drive to be held on campus, spring semester comes to an end
Office of International
Affairs receives grant

•

FROM PAGE

•

Supplies are low and the blood
bank can use all the help they can
get.
Contact
Karline
Cunningham with the Central
Florida Blood Bank at (407) 9998485 for more information. The
Blood Bank asks that all students
eat before they donate .

•
•

1

Sixteen university faculty
members will take some time to
travel to Peru. Through a grant by
the U.S. Department of education
of $53,500 the Office of
International Affairs will be
sending sixteen members of their
faculty to work in Peru for six
weeks. The project will pair the

faculty members with elementary
and high school social Lsciences
and humanities teachers to
increase knowledge on Peru and
South America. Not only will
they be doing research for these
six weeks, but also they will be
forming strong ties and ongoing
research relations.hips.

Classes come to a close
The last day of classes is
April 24. All incompletes must

be removed from your transcripts
by this date as well. Final exams
begin April 25, and end on May
1. All grades will be turned in to
the registrar's office by May 3.

WakeupUCF
University Relations has
created another web-site for news
on the main UCF web-page. For
those looking for blurbs of news
and information focused solely
on UCF that changes on a daily

basis c~n now logon to
http://reach.ucf.edu/%7Epr/gmuc
fl to pick up some information.
This site is not the only on that
University Relations hosts.
Another site, updated less frequently, is the press releases
page:
http:/!reach. ucf.edu/% 7Epr/relea
ses/index.htm. Both sites can be
accessed through the university's
main web page at www.ucf.edu.
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Say HeLLO. Express an opiNion. Catch up with friends. Pick a figHt .
With F~eE e-mail, online photo albums, message Boards,

•

instant messaging, personal weB-CaMs and more at

CollegeClub.corn.Got SOmEThing to say? LOG on!

~
.
CollegeClub.com™
it's all U.™

•
•

No porcupines, living, dead or otherwise, were harmed in the creation of this advertisement.

©2000 CollegeClub.com
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Greeks Awarded
With Honorary
Titles

Write
the
Future
Letters to the
editor should be
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF
typed ~ and must
include a name,
address
and Derby Days
phone number for .
Sigma Chi held their annual
confirmation. The national
philanthropy event called
Future reserves "Derby Days" April 5-7.
First beginning at the
the right to edit
University
California in 1933,
for length, style, Sigma Chi ofchapters
all over the
grammar
and nation host this philanthropy
event on their campuses every
libel. Submit to:
W~ITER

Central Florida
Future
Knight
Publishing
120 Alexandria
Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL
32765
Fax: 977-0019
editor@UCFfuture.com

,.
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year. Nationally it has gained
much attention because it has
raised approximately $1 million
over the past two years.
During Derby Days, each
participating_chapter must try to
get the most derby hats from
opponent chapters. Regulations
allowed women take the hats from
the gentlemen only while outside,
leaving both a chance to flee
without being caught.
A canned food drive was in
effect benefiting the Red Cross,
and proceeds raised through entry
fees were donated to the
Children's Miracle Network.
April 6 was designated the "Hunt
for the Golden Derby," in which a
relay of girls tried to capture the
"Golden Derby," worth more

but it was helping a charity too."

points than the other colors, as
well partaking in a canoe race at
Lake Claire.
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
placed first, Pi Beta Phi sorority
finished second and Delta
Delta Delta sorority third.
April 7 hosted a canned food castle competition with Alpha Xi
Delta sorority placing first, Kappa
Delta sorority second, and Zeta
Tau Alpha sorority finishing third.
Almost 4,000 pounds of canned
foods were collected throughout
Derby Days.
A volleyball game sponsored
by 95.3, Red Bull Energy Drink
and Pepsi, distributed promotional items, and later that evening
Zeta Tau Alpha, Alpha Delta Pi
and Alpha Xi Delta were
announced as the three top finishing sororities for this year's Derby
Days event.
The event also awarded
Alpha Delta Pi member Stephanie
Stanley the Derby Darling award,
for sorority woman who assisted
and exemplified Sigma Chi fraternity most throughout the week.
Sigma Chi member Roy
Wittig said, "We appreciate all the
support from the sororities. Not
only did we have a great time,

Chi Omega
Dessert Auction
The Chi Omega sorority
chapter will be hosting a
Panhellenic event on April 15 to
promote community service.
The event will auction lunch
and boxed desserts. The women
of Chi Omega will decorate the
boxes and sisters from other chapters can donate money to benefit
the Stop Hunger Now program.
The event will be held at Lake
Claire and an award will be given
to the chapter that donates the
most money.

Greek Woman of the
Year-Valerie Brennan
Greek Man of the
YearJoe Sarrubbo
Greek Sister of the
Year-Laura Koeppel
Greek Brother of the
. year-Brian Battles
Overall Chapter
ExcellenceAlpha Delta Pi
Best LeadershipRyan Vescio-Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Best LeadershipAlissa Haddad-Delta
Delta Delta

Most creative philanthropyAlpha Xi Delta and
Lambda Chi Alpha
M9st Philanthropy
hoursChi Omega and Sigma
Phi Epsilon

Chi Omega
Founder's Day
The women of Chi Omega
celebrated their second year at
UCF and their 105th year as a
national sorority on April 5.
A banquet and ceremony was
held on the anniversary of their
founding day, and continued up
through April 9 with a picnic and
a sisterhood social at Pottery
Place.

Outstanding campus
involvementAlpha Delta Pi and Pi
Kappa Phi .
New Member of the
Year-Nicole BiscuittoDelta Delta Delta
New Member of the
Year-Brian McMahanDelta Upsilon
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ORLANDO CENTER - NEAR ·ucF
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Orientation/
Diagnostic

Safe and
Effective
Care

l•Jil!t111•1·-

Health
Promotion

Basic Care
and Comfort

Physio.
Adaptation

Psycho.
Integrity

Pharm. Red.
of Risk

Readiness
Test

Readiness
Test Review

Tues
5/23
6:30 pm

Cl

3403 Technological Plaza, Orlando Fl. 32817 ·

Sun

Tues

Thurs

4/29

5/2

5/4
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Let the State Board ofRegents go with a smile
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

With recent talks about
changing to a local board instead
of a state board of regents, students should have a voice of
opinion on this matter. The
boards would decide the fate of
your college's policies and procedures and various other matters,
but with a local touch.
Currently, the 28 community
colleges in Florida have a local
board of regents to over see what
happens in their colleges. The 10
state universities have a statewide

board allowing little local effect interest in making sure your colon what is decided to happen in lege is meeting the needs of local
issues? Or to have a bunch of
issues brought to the table.
Having a local board gives a people that are there to ensure the
college the means to know what best things are done for each parthe coIJege is like from a more ticular environment?
personal and inside point of view.
I believe that the boards
The University of Florida would would be able to take care of
have the same problems that the - more issues affecting their colUniversity of Central Florida has lege and relate them to what is
and likewise for the other univer- happening at the college currentsities in the state. Each has its ly. Local boards would also be
own problems and concerns to be able to get more done and make a
addressed on a local level. Not decision based on the needs of
every answer is best for every the individual college-not of all
school.
the colleges.
Coming from a community
What 'Yould you like to see?
A bunch of people that have no college myself, I see more bene-

fits than ever in a local board of
regents. I wonder why this system was implemented in the first
place since a state board seems
like more of a burden than a local
board would be.
Another point would be that
students, staff, faculty and
administrators would be able to
become more involved in the
decision made which would
affect their college. Not everyone
can leave for a night and travel ~o
a far away place to speak their
mind to the state board. But if a
local board was established, the
meeiing would be on campus and
most likely monthly.

The board of regents should
stay an appointed position, from
the local leaders in the communities surrounding your school. The
members of the board aren't paid
a bit, but they work hard to help
decide the factors affecting
everyone in the college. Wouldn't
it be a nice thought that they are
looking out for your college, not
the one from which they are an
alumnus.
Speak up and let your student government leaders, administrators and politicians know that
you are for a local board of
trustees to guide your school to
better places.

Sexual Obsession, Societies obsession with sex
. PATRICK

A QUINLAN

STAFF WRITER

They say a man thinks about
sex every two or three minutes,
but lately it has been on my mind
a lot more often. It is also said
that sex sells. But why are these
expressions in use? What is with
our obsession with sex?
Sex is everywhere, on sitcoms and movies, and in print. It
is on billboards and in music.
And lately it seems that even
dancing can be seen.as some sort
of confused sexual act. People
discuss sex over burgers and
shakes as casually as if they were
talking about the weather. !_turn
on MTV and see scantily clad
performers shaking just about
everything or game shows that
aim to reveal bizarre sexual acts
and desires. Sports Illustrated
recently put out its swimsuit edition in 3-D, which is utterly
- ridiculous. And we all know how
popular American Pie was. What
was once viewed as a private
matter
has
become
an
inescapable part of our everyday
life.
Teenagers are immersed in a
sex-obsessed culture. The questl.on I have is whether or not this
is a good thing. I would agree,
though, with the contention that
throughout history various cul-

·----·

tures and societies have been
equally hagridden with sex. But
let me say, this claim in no way
makes our present situation
acceptable. I don't think ari. action
should be dismissed simply
because it has happened for years
or even centuries.
The difference lies in the fact
that we, as a society, are experiencing much more serious reper-·
cussions as a result of our careless sexual attitudes. According
to the Alan Guttmacher Institute,
a private non-profit organization,
there were nationally in 1995
approximately 101 births by
women from age 15-19 per 1000
births. In June of 1999, according
to the organization AVERT, there
were 4122 males between the
ages of 13-19 that were infected
with HIV or AIDS. For women of
the same age, the total was 3907.
If yo~r teenage sense of invulnerability is kicking in about now,
then how about you try this on for
size: according to the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, there are an estimated
15.3 million new cases of STD's
in the US every year. And at least
one. quarter of these is among
teenagers. Ladies and gentleman
of the abounding masses, that is
about 3.8 million of us. So from
the time you are 13 until you are
20, there could be around 26 mil-

lion teenagers infected with a
sexually transmitted disease.
These numbers are very real,
despite the fact that they are on
paper, and represent real people
who are suffering as a result of a
choice they have made: If there
were 15.3 million people injured
on airline flights each year,
wouldn't you think twice before
buying a ti<;ket?
How did this come about and
what do we do about it you ask?
Well, I have · a few thoughts on
that as well.
Let's start way. back in the
late 1940's with the men and
women coming back from
W.W.II, ready to start their lives
and achieve the American Dream.
They have been so fundamentally
altered by the war that they end
up, either consciously or subconsciously, raising their kids in a
strictly regimented and hierarchical fashion · reminiscent of an
army platoon. They want their
kids to behave and be polite and
stay in order, because after all,
compared to what the parents
went through "kids today got it
easy." They want it so much that
they end up stifling all sense of
personal character. In fact, they
do not merely desire the
American Dream, they peruse it
with a fanaticism that is .this side
of lunacy. They join clubs and

societies by the teeming millions, that had been such a penetrating
then force their kids to do the aspect of their lives. Some particsame. The number of anachro- ipated in heavy drug use, many
nisms and three letter abbrevia- demonstrated and worked for
tions would put the New Deal to change in government, and occashame. Children grow up in an sionally there was the man burnenvironment where the only pri- ing his electric guitar on stage. It
vacy to be found is in the bath- was a time of experimentation
room. It is an environm.ent where and "free love." The Man, the
your neighbor's parents are your Oppressor, the Indoctrinator, was
parents, and have just as much · seen as evil and cruel and many
authority over you. You are came to despise it.
forced to attend church every
The late Seventies and early
Sunday, where you are indoctri- Eighties brought with it some
nated with what are accepted to taking on of responsibility.
be the "correct" values, at the risk Families were formed and a
of being virtually ostracized from boom of childbirth ensued.
the community. At school emphaOur parents were raised
sis is on teaching good citizen- under a banner of conformity,
ship and responsibility to the all threw off the shackles of authoriimportant community, instead of ty and came to despise it, and
being on math and science and then raised their children to
reading, which come almost as a believe that they are free to
by-product of high school educa- choose any path they like. Our
tion. It was an intimidating envi- parents have endeavored to shelronment. It was a time when kids ter us from indoctrination in an
grew up in a world of limitations. attempt to let us discover values
A world where conformity was for ourselves, yet it is painfully
essential to acceptance and any obvious that this plan ha~ backstraying from the norm meant fired. In their desperate attempts
punishment. On the other hand, at achieving freedom they have
they did have structure to their all but ruined it for their succeslives and were taught morals and sors. We are the "Whatever" genvalues, something that is severely eration. As a result of our parent's
lacking from our generation.
hate of authority, and in turn its
Through the Sixties and
Seventies, our parents rebelled
ONE EXTREME, Page 15
against the established authority

·-----·
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Labeling crimes
doesn't lessen
their impact
ROBBY MESSER
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
NORTHERN ARIZONA

UNIVERSITY

Crimes· happen everyday

on campus. Ju.fact, police at
Northern Arizona University
are still looking for a suspect
accused of entering a female
student's dorrn room .last
week and trying to sexually-'
assault her while she slept
The stt,tdent called police
anrl gave !hem a deu+iled

description: Providing ;those
pertinent details -~ the ones
that can get lost in the ~eat of
emotjonal and ·[righte~ing
moment -- is often a big key
tO solving any case.
Signs that a crime has
been ~ comltiitted aren't just
physical. They are mental,
too. And for that reason, we
should think twice about the
way in which we evaluate the
seriousness of a crime. Take it
from me -- I was victimized
just last week when someone
broke into my room while my
roommate and I slept. It was
surprising t-0 even me how
violated Ifelt.
The police called it
·"petty theft," but 1 can assure
xou that it wasn't petty to me.

an

While no one ever
touched me -- or threatened
to -- my privacy was taken
from me. I, too, was left with
thoughts of how my roommate and I could have protected ourselves better. Theft
sounds simple enough -- but,
really, we could have been
ldlled in the process. What
was 'there to. stop someone
,from taking a shot -- or stab "' at us before.leaving?
. . ThoughtsL such as those

.have hauntecl'1Ule every rught

since. The door won't be left

unl~cked anymore, and we're
not likely to vl.ew the people
around us with as much trust.
As far as I'm concerned
this, too, was a hate crime
(Af'.e there any nnice" ones.?).
It was also an assault ,.._ ·on
our privacy, on our peace of
mind. It was trespassing. Oh,
and it also was malicious
destruction of property. (I'm
sure the wallet that was stolen
is sitting at the bottom of a
trash heap somewhere).
I understand that we
have to come up with labels
for crime -- but we sbould
take ca.re not to dismiss them
lightly because of the names
we give them.

"It seems to me that we have
. gone from one extreme to the
other, and in a very short time."
FROM PAGE

Coming home for the summer?

•

•
ttfc;I<~
~U ~

.

reflection in their child raising
beliefs, kids our age grow with
an attitude driven by a want of
immediate satiation of any and
all desires, be it material or be
it physical. Society in the 21st
Century is wrought with choices, and we seem to want to be
able to have everything and
willing to sacrifice our own
bodies and the rights of anyone
who crosses our path.
It seems to me that we
have gone from one extreme to
the other, and in a very short
time. We have gone from
severe conformity to an utter
lack of social structure_.

I say it is time to pull back
on the reigns of society. Slow
down for a moment, and as
Phish would say, have a cup of
coffee and catch your breath.
How much you slow down, if
at all, is of course your own
prerogative. And I am not professing abstinence (although it
would solve the problems of
teen pregnancy and STD's)
because I think it is an unrealistic goal. But ladies and gentleman of the abounding masses, I would certainly recommend that you take a long hard
fook at the values you place on
your own life as opposed to the
value you place on being seen
as "cool" in the eyes of your
peers .

Why not take a class while you're home on, break?
·With hundreds of courses to choose from, there 1s something
, to fit virtually any degree program.
• Convenient day and evening classes fit around your summer
job or afternoon on th~ beach.
• For more information on FAU~ summer schedules, course
desqiptions and instructions on the registration process, visit
www.quickstart.fau.edu, and click on the transient student
button.

•

14

Take a chance the Future

write

Letters to the editor should be typed and
must include a name, address and phone number for confirmation. The Future reserves the
right to edit for length~ style, grammar and
libel. Submit to:
editor@UCFfuture.com
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'Black and Whi.te' is quite a blend
LAURA LOH
TMSCAMPUS

Ensemble pieces are a popular.genre these days. This
one feels like what would come out of a blender if you threw in
race, sex, hip-hop music, and pushed the whip button.
The film opens with a provocative scene of a three-way
sexual encounter between an African American rapper and two
white high school girls. Sam, a kooky documentary filmmaker
(Shields) and her gay husband try to understand the hip-hop phenomenon by trailing some uptown white kids who emulate the
hip-hop lifestyle.
Meanwhile, Mark, a bitter NYPD detective (Stiller) tries
to trap a rap artist (Grant) by blackmailing his childhood friend,
now a college basketball star. From here, the film shows African
American kids adjusting to success in music and sports, but discovering the difficulty of leaving violence behind.
The film's exploration of hip hop parallels Sam's journey. Shot on the streets of New York with frequent ad-libbing, it
achieves some very true scenes like one with a hip-hop singer
quietly rapping new lyrics to himself and making corrections on
a yellow legal pad. The camera builds up an atmosphere of credibility by objectively watching the characters' interactions instead
of manipulating them.
But the film trips itself up halfway through by giving up
the documentary-feel it has achieved in favor of drama. The complications surrounding the detective's Iago-like scheming seem
out of tune with what has come .before. Although this doesn't
detract from the film's message that hip hop is the voice for
today's confused young people, it seems more like an artificial
attempt to infuse a storyline than an integral part of the film's
vision.
Despite this, the film manages to mesh together a vision
out of its separate episodes. Take an uptown schoolgirl rushing
home to dinner after sex in the park, a white boy willing to commit murder to be one of the "niggas," some African American
hip-hop singers leading dissipated lives with their new wealth,
and the echoing phrase "Ain't nobody can control hip hop." Now
you have a strangely thought-provoking vision.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Brooke Shields, Eddie Kaye Thomas, Kim Matulova and Method Man in Screen Gems' 'Black And White.'
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Help create the Logo for UCF's Homecoming 2000!
CAB is holding a contest to create a
homecoming logo for next year.

The logo must include:
l. The theme: "Knightmare"
Homecoming 2000
3. University of Central Florida

z.

Creativity is unlimited! All entries must be submitted
by April 28, 2000. Entries must be on disk as a jpeg file.
:Winning logo will be based on creativity, adherence to
them~, and overall appearance. The winner will be
announced May 5, 2000. For more info call 823 ..6471.

SPECIAL TO THE FuTURE

Above, Raekwon, Mike Tyson and Power. Top, Bijou Philr.ps
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Hey UCFI

•

Students, Faculty, and Staff

•

Don't forget about the SWAT
Sk Run/Walk at Greek Park!

•

•
•
•

Friday the 14th at Spm ! In front of
the Sig :Sp house! You must register
by Spm Thursday to be guaranteed

•
•

the free t-shirt! Get
those teams
.
.

together or enter yourself! Call Ol'
stop by the Campus Wellness Center
•

(trailer 611, next to the arboretum)
for details! B'2:3-SB'41.

•

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Author Rita Dove spoke about her work and read her poetry at the arena•

Rita Dove
sneaks-at
UCFArena
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

•

CAB Presents

•
•

•
•

T.beaLre Kn.ig.bL
·Wednesday, Ap.r.i.I 12
Bp.1.n aL" V-CF T.heaL".re
.

Tickeba"PaUab~
•
.
rbe CAD of».
e beg1nn1ng Apr.iI
7 ce, SLudenr- Ch ·
One Licker-per P-aI.id CA
'LUon, r.1n. 21.S
CFsrudenr ID

ID

•
•
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For more information, call 823-6471.
Funded by Activity and Service Fees as allocated by Student Government Association.

The Distinguished Author Series was started in 1990 by
the UCF English Department. The Series was established to recognize the work of accomplished authors as well as have them speak
to the public about their writing. Rita Dove appeared at the UCF
Arena on April 6 as the lecturer for this year's event.
After graduating from Miami University in Ohio and
Universitat Tubingen in Germany, Ms. Dove published several
poetry collections, such as The Yellow House On The Comer
(1980), Grac'e Notes (1989), etc. Her play, The Darker Face of the
Earth, was world premiered in 1996 at the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival and produced in other theatres. She has won honors such
as the Pulitzer Prize, "Outstanding Woman of the Year" by
Glamour, and the NAACP award for "Great American Artist", as
well as receiving 18 honorary doctorates from several universities.
In 1993 she was appointed Poet Laureate of the United States and
Consultant in Poetry at the Library of Congress, making her the
youngest and first African American person to receive the highest
honor in American letters. In 1999 she was · appointed Special
Consultant in Poetry for 1999/2000.
Her arrival to UCF was an exciting event for all of those
who were involved and for all those who attended the lecture. The
ceremony began with John Sokol's, an Ohio artist and poet, word
portrait entitled "Rita Dove as Mother Love". Ms. Dove began her
speech with some of her earlier poetry progressing to the most
recent book that was published. Her writing ranges from subjects
like political tragedy to her love for libraries and books. The more
awaited topic of the night was Ms. Dove's recent book. On The Bus
with Rosa Parks is a meditation of how history just happens, even
accidentally, how people need and use icons, and how anyone
placed in that position would have reacted the same way as Rosa
Parks. The book recognizes two other women that were arrested the
same year as Rosa Parks, for the same "crime" but history, unfortunately, has overlooked them. Ms. Dove has commemorated the
brave acts of Mary Smith and Claudette Colevan in two of her
poems from the book.
The Distinguished Author Series coordinated by the UCF
English Department recognized Ms. Rita Dove as an exceptional
writer on April 6. The Series began in 1990 to bring outstanding
authors to UCF and the public.
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'The Skulls' doesn't reach its potential
ROBERT DITTMAN
THE PIIT NEW~U. PIITSBURGH)

Powerful, ominous, secret societies have always held an attraction for
film makers, especially low budget independent ones.
"The Skulls" explores the turf of
a secret Ivy League fraternity located in
New Haven, Conn. The unnamed college
is a gleaming campus populated by snooty
professors and well-heeled preppy students. One expects to need an appointment
or a social connection to get a drink at the
water fountain.
We meet Luke McNamara
(Joshua Jackson), an up-and-coming law
student with enviable grades and a venerable position as captain of the school's rowing team. He is saddled with a mountain of
student debt (he's not alone on that count,
is he?) and few -influential connections.
Getting into a good law school is going to
be a struggle.
Early in the film a student
remarks darkly on McNamara's turning
down invitations to various on-campus fraternities saying, "He's waiting for the
Skulls."
Soon, the ultra-secretive Skulls
approach Luke and in fairly short order,
after being sent through a maze or two, he
is made a member of the elite brotherhood.
Because of the secrecy unconditionally
required by the Skulls, McNamara stops
talking about his new involvement.
This doesn't sit well with his
friends Chloe, (Leslie Bibb) an ambitious
journalism major, and Will (Hill Harper).
Will smells a rat from the word go and proceeds to -investigate the Skulls, unaware of
how just how unwise that decision will
turn out to be.
Will cautions an increa,singly distant McNamara, who is shocked but
impressed by a mysterious and robust
donation to his anemic bank account and
the arrival of a flashy new sports car.
Where is there to go but up?
·
Whether or not one is a believer
in conspiracy theories or shadowy, elite
fraternities, "The Skulls" would seem to
have endless potential as a riveting sus-

pense thriller. All the
elements are at hand
for nail-biting suspense. "The Skulls"
should be a gripping
contender.
Instead
it
throws a few good
punches and lets go at
that.
Performances
are uneven, ranging
from the wooden
McNamara to the overacted Caleb Mandrake
(Paul Walker). A reliable supporting cast,
T.
notably
Craig
Nelson and Steve
Harris from TV's "The
Practice," adds a useful
bit of spark to the proceedings.
Screenwriter
John Pogue's script,
unlike his recent effort
"U.S. Marshals," tells
us too little about the
lead character to connect him to these
upper-crust bad guys,
and especially so
rapidly.
Then there is
the inconsistent matter
of branding the new
inductee on the hand presumably none of the
new or current members wilL shake hands
from there on.
"The Skulls"
is not a terrible movie at times is moderately
involving and entertaining.
Effectively
SPECIAL ro mE FuTURE
creepy settings crop up
and mix with decent Top, Craig T. Nelson as Utten Mandrake and Paul Walker as Caleb Mandrake with the rest of the elite secret society.
action sequences, but Above, Leslie Bibb, Paul Walker and Joshua Jackson star in 'The Skulls.'
only intennittently do
Director Rob Cohen ("The Rat to make use of numerous plot possibilities
we actually care about these people who
Pack")
seems
content to keep his material or to raise questions that would give norare victimized by the underground frateron a level intended for television - failing mal people insomnia
nity, whose ¥1fluence seems endless.

Favorite Cinema
Lake Howell 8 Theater
Located in the Lake Howell
Square Shopping Center
1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707
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Fully Furnished Rooms
Utilities Included
FREE Local ·Phone
FREE Cable TV
FREE Internet
Monitored Alarms
Full Size Washer/Dryer
Dishwasher
Microwave

• Swimming Pool
• Fitness Center
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• Computer Labs ·
• Basketball Courts
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The freed om to be on
your own but not alone. We'll
help you find the perfect match.
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lllere are movies that define every decade'. 'Body Shots' is one of these movies. It explores afew days in the lives of 8 young men
and women living in Los Angeles. After anight of alcohol, sex and moral choices, things begin to go awry, and their lives will never be
the same. The aftermath of one night begins to take a toll on each and everyone in the group. Values and self worth are challenged,
friendships are threatened and these four young men and four young women look back on what happened and struggle for the answers
to very difficult questions.
The characters are based on stereotypical young adults who talk openly about how they feel regarding various issues which affect their
lives. However, when one of them accuses another of rape, it forces many more difficult discussions about what exactly happened that
night. These four women and four men are forced to remember what they did or what they ignored and face the consequences
of their actions.

Dear Nancy,
There's a girl in one of my classes that I think is really
cute. I've talked to her a few times and she seems really
nice. But I don't know if she has a boyfriend or not. I want to
ask her out but what if she's going out with someone? How can I
tell if she likes me?
-Unsure
.,,,

While ·sody Shots· deals with many of the important issues faced by today's young adults, alcohol abuse
and its consequences seem to be the most significant. It is apparent that some of the characters have no
recollection of their choices or actions and some are dared to take sides and finally come clean w~h
honest impressions of their friends. They are quick to judge others while trying to avoid being judged
themselves. They all search for the willingness to find the truth, face their deepest fears and
forgive one another.

As Spring Break approaches, plans are being made to party non-stop for days.
Many students will cut loose, and many more will witness first-hand the wild behavior of their peers.
The yearly college ritual of drinking too much, partying too much and wearing too little can produce a
similar scenario as seen in *Body Shots·.
While it is a rite of passage for many students to experience Spring Break, think before you act and eat
before you drink. "Everything in moderation! 11

THE CHALLENGE:

Dear Unsure,

.

Rent BC>l>V SI ICJTS' today and write back to your college paper or log
11

'97

I know! I know! Pick me! Pick me! All you have to do
is pass her a little note that says "Do you like me?Check
yes or no." Draw a couple of boxes on there and you're set. Or.
you could try spitballs. If she doesn't get up and slap you after
she pulls them out of her hair,she's yours.
Ooh! What would really work is a good old game of
MASH. Of course you have to play it right next to her. Make
sure she can see your paper and write down only her name. Then
write at least one million or more for the number of kids you
want. You're guaranteed to marry her!
What do you mean
you're not in sixth grade? You had me fooled.
Stop freaking out over this and just ask her. You can do
it! Here's your lines; "Hey, can I ask you something? Do you
have a boyfriend?" If she says "yes", you can say" Cool-I was
just curious." If she says "no" you can,say, "What are you doing
tomorrow night?"
Now these are just examples. Feel free to use your own
mind to create other questions.

on to www.powerstudents.com/bodyshots to express your reactions, concerns and
solutions for the future of your generation and the generations to come.

•

Only you can make the difference.
© 1999 New Line Productions. Inc. All RiQhls Reservell. © 2000 New line Homa Vidao, Ire. All Rights Reserved.
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HOME VIDEO

She Ate My food!

• d Won't Go H~me!
Her Boyfr1en

Dear Nancy,
My friend is obsessed with her boyfriend. When she's
not with him, she's talking about him or on the phone with
him. I've tried to get her to go out with just the girls but she
won't. She says she doesn't want to leave him at home. She's
starting to revolve her life around his and how do I get her to quit
it?
-Friend
Dear Friend,
There's nothing you can do except tell her how you feel.
She's an adult and capable of making her own decisions. If
she wants to be stuck up her boyfriend's butt-so be it.
What usually happens in these cases is, the guy dumps
the girl because he realizes she doesn't have a life of her own.
Then the girl cries on her _best friend's shoulder. So your job then
would be, (as the good friend you are) to resist the temptation to
say "I told you so."

e-mail questions online

Ready for the·Real World? .
REAL APARTMENTS!
•
•
•
•

1 Bedroom and Two Bedroom Starting at $520/mo.
1/2 Mile From UCF off Alafaya
Pools, Tennis Courts, Basketball Court
Computer Room, Game Room, Saunas, Fitness Center

@

www. intotbekni
gbts.com/cffI
nancy.btml

407-282-7333
Ir-------------------------------~
I We'll Make It
I Even Easier!
I
Bring
This/
I
I

NO APPLICATION FEE! :
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Fashion uets cultura11v diverse at UCF
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

What do cultural understanding
and some of today's modern fashions have
in common? The International Student
Association presented their 4th Annual
Fashion Show, "Moda 2000 in the Streets"
on April 7.
One of the I.S.A.'s main goals is
to bring together UCF students and interested parties in order to foster an environment for social and cultural activities
while promoting friendship and cooperation through the sharing of good times.
The Annual Fashion Show is an opportunity to experience the traditional and contemporary lifestyles of countries around
the world through fashion and music.
The night began with the
Honorable Martin Torres, Consul of
Mexico, introducing the first half of the
show, the traditional portion. Various UCF
students and models from Epcot Center
displayed the traditional clothing of
Africa, Europe, Asia and the Americas.
The models strutted their stuff in natural
colored; lose clothing from Africa, flowered peas~t dresses and ponchos from
Central America, Norwegian dresses and
red and gold Oriental gowns. To complete
the traditional portion of the cultural exposure, the K-boys performed a fast paced,
street Korean Dance; a Native Mexican
Dance was performed as well.

the
As
Contemporary portion of the
show began the setting was
changed to a downtown city
in part of the world. Clothes
from
Express,
5.7.9,
D.E.M.O, Gadzooks, The
Body Shop, and Sharma
Emporium were used to
demonstrate business attire,
club clothing, a compromise
in modern and traditional
men's' clothing, and fashion
styles of the future.
To add to the downtown scene .was the unique
of the
musical
beats
Rimashani Group, Victoria
Sarquisse
and
Mark
Schneider. To close the event
were performances by local
bands. The audience danced
around .the stage as they listened to music by local bands
Hoeck and Zallyhoo. Both
bands gave the crowd great
performances.
The 4th Annual
Fashion Show, sponsored by
the International Student
Association, took place on
April 7.
The purpose of the
show is to promote cultural
understanding and harmony
throughout the university.
K-boys performed a fast paced, street Korean dance during 'Moda 2000 in the Streets'

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF
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greatest wordsmiths. Our selection holds something
for every language lover, from ancient epics and courtly
sonnets to blank verse and poetry slams. One visit will
bring out the poet in you.
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Peter Searcv changing his own wavs
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

Peter Searcy musical abilities
flourished in a "semi-hippie" household
were he quickly discovered popular "radio
friendly" music. Quickly after he was front
man for Squirrel Bait. It was not long
before Searcy's voice made an impression;
Spin magazine stated that Searcy "has the
best voice in rock and roll next to Paul
Westerberg." After the Squirrel Bait parted
ways, Searcy but together another band.
Big
Wheel
soon
signed
with
Giant/Rockville record label and released
East End. The band continued its success
and released two more albums with
Mammoth Records, Holiday Manor and
Slowtown before they broke up.
Searcy stepped away from the
"hair metal" that was becoming popular
and hooked up with producer Tim Patalan
(Hoarse, Sponge). He began to write songs

for the moody, intense album
Could You Please and Thank
You. The album features
songs that range from heartbreaking ballads to catchy
tunes.
The album is a collection of Searcy' s popstructured songwriting and
skillful guitar playing. The
album takes its listeners on
an emotional roller coaster of
broken hearts and enraging
destruction. Peter Searcy
produces well-written lyrics
and an outstanding voice.
Could You Please
And Thank You is Peter
Searcy's latest release and
can be found in stores all
over Orlando. It is a collection of his creative songwriting, fresh, strong voice, and
excellent guitar playing.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE .

Peter Searcy didn't need much time to have record labels and critics wrapped around his talented fingers.
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University Writing Center

Need Another
Spr1n~ Break?
Happy Hour
4-7 &· 10-close

Find the time come to the UWC! If you know your paper is due,
DON'T WAIT! We are booking up fast!

See our website: http://reach.ucf.edu/,...uwc to make your
appointments.

We can help both GRADS
and UNDERGRADS.
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-Another Radical Idea from Canada: In
March, British Cohunbia Supreme Court Judge
Glen Parrett overturned Mike Frazier's Nov. 20
victory in the election for mayor of the village of
McBride, ruling in a 28-page decision that Frazier
did not deserve the office because he had passed
out ~owingly ·false campaign literature attacking
opponent Maurice Bonneville.

1
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I·
I
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-At press time for this issue of News of
the Weird, Broward County (Fla.) high school
senior Adam (A.J.) Walker is still on the lis_t of
possible admittees to the Air Force Academy in the
fall, despite his 1998 no-contest plea to attempting
to blow up his high school. Walker told the SunSentinel newspaper that the academy solicited him
because he is a standout athlete (golf) and that he
applied "out of curiosity." His 1998 plea covered
charges of attempted murder, armed burglary,
placing a destructive device and conspiracy.·

The New Drug Problem
Brenda Anne Sorochan, 41, convicted
after assaulting a 79-year-old woman, Edmonton,
Alberta, January (explanation: Sorochan is a
manic-depressive who forgot her medication).
Swiss airline passenger Thomas Dolder, 39,
released from a facility in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
after assaulting a flight crew in October (explanation: psychotic who forgot his medication in his
checked baggage). Fonner Detroit police officer
Paul Harrington, 53, charged in October with
killing his wife and children (explanation: severe
depressive who ran out of medication). Brian
Drepaul, 25, shot by police trying to break into his
estranged wife's home, Brampton, Ontario,
October (explanation: schizophrenic who refused
his medication).

Are you a Graduate Student
Working Against a BIG Deadline?

Come to the

University Writing Center
NEW Services for Graduate Students
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Sunday
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..

First Things First
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as part of a homeroom decorating contest. After
many protests, a school official told reporters that
the teacher was "shocked" that anyone had interpreted the scene as anti-Nativity and said she
thought most reactions to the display were positive.
-At an anti-drug ceremony under the
protection of Mexican army personnel at a dig on
a hillside in Ciudad Juarez, in December, Mexican
and U.S. officials, including FBI Director Louis
Freeh, unearthed the remains of murdered victims
at a drug trafficker's farm. According to a New
York Times report of the ceremony, the Mexican
government had also provided a dozen local
women in black miniskirts, low-cut blouses and
high heels, wearing "Hostess" nametags, to line
the routes to the graves ..

least Competent Criminals
Adam Brooks Jr., 17, admitted to ajudge
in Columbus, Ohio, in March that he was the one
who broke into a woman's home, tied her up, and
stole the car out of her garage. According to the
victim, a 76-year-old woman, after Brooks tied her
up, he canie back in from the garage three times
before finally leaving, twice to get her to teach him
how to use the garage-door opener and once to tell
him how to operate a car with automatic transmission.

Ambitious Colombian Smugglers
In March, police at Bogota's El Dorado
airport arrested a woman with about 4 pounds of
cocaine sewn into her oversized, flesh-colored
underwear; though the garments were designed to
allay suspicion, they made her breasts and buttocks look large and unnaturally shaped. And a
week earlier, Tirsa Ruiz, 43, attempted to smuggle
a 7.65mm pistol in her rectum to a leftist-rebel
inmate at Colombia's La Picota prison; inside the
piison, she was unable to expel the gun and was
rushed to a hospital with severe cramps.

-From the confessions of Pakistan's
notorious serial killer Javed Iqbal, whom police
were unable to ca.tch but who surrendered in
December after having murdered 100 young men:
"I could have killed 500. This was not a problem.
Money was not a problem. But the pledge I had
taken (when I started the spree) was of 100 children, and I never wanted to violate this."
-Under pressure from the National
Labor Relations Board and the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, a Holiday
Inn in downtown Minneapolis agreed in January to
pay $8,000 each to nine undocumented immigrants from Mexico whom it had fired for helping
wi_th a union organizing drive. One EEOC official
compared the men to civil rights pioneer Rosa
Parks for fighting their dismissals, even though
they were unlawfully holding the jobs from which
they were fired.

Hospitals in developing countries continue to have cash-flow problems, as reported in
News of the Weird in 1996 (Zaire) and 1999 (Iran),
where strong-arm tactics have been used on
patients who cannot pay their bills. In January
2000, friends brought mugging victim Wilson
Owuor to a hospital in Nairobi, Kenya, but were
turned away when Owuor was unable to make a
deposit. The men commandeered a stretcher, put
Owuor on it, and took him to his branch of the
Kenya Commercial Bank to withdraw money so
that he could be admitted to the hospital.

-In December, members of a science
class at Elizabethton (Tenn.) High School created
a Nativity scene out of dissected cadavers of cats

(Send your Weird News to Chuck
Shepherd, P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679 or
Weird@compuserve.com,
or .
go
to
www.NewsoftheWeird.com/.)

Recurring Themes

Also, in the last Month ...

The Humane Society removed from the
adoption list a parro't whose previous owner had
taught him to cuss and make a noise like a human
Inexplicable
passing gas (Charlotte, N.C.). In a case of mistakTampa, Fla., prosecutors, and defendants en identity, a dentist removed two teeth of an 8Steven and Marlene Aisenberg (charged with lying year-old boy who was merely waiting for his.sister
to police in connection with the disappearance of in the reception area (Auburn, Calif.). Five teentheir baby Sabrina in 1997, and suspected by some agers were charged with assaulting another,
of causing the disappearance), announced ·in including holding him down and pricking an elabJanuary 2000 that they had different interpreta- . orate tattoo into his arm (Waldorf, Md.). Four mintions of a conversation on a police audio tape from ers dynamited the entrance to their mine to protest
the Aisenbergs' home shortly after Sabrina disap- sagging ore prices, thus entombing themselves 900
peared. The prosecutors' version of Steven's feet underground (Tocopilla, Chile). A coroner
words: "I wish I hadn't harmed her" and "That's changed a cause of death from traffic accident to
the cocaine." The Aisenbergs' version of the very murder after finding a bullet in the deceased's
same moments: "You know, I'm just saying, skull, but later learned the woman had been shot in
honey, because (garbled) feel this way (garbled) 197 8 and just never bothered to have the bullet
people," followed by Marlene asking, "Do you removed (Houston).
want some more salad, honey?"
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Built to Spill
Live
Where's the justification for a live
album by a band like Built To Spill?
Judging by the track selection for
the band's most recent and quite lengthy
(72 minute) release, they are trying to
recast themselves as proud guitar travelers
in the Crazy Horse tradition. For 17 minutes of "Broken Chairs" and more than 20
minutes of Neil Young's "Cortez The
Killer," Doug Martsch solos into oblivion,
no doubt in a lone spotlight that the audioonl y medium of the compact disc cannot
display.
Herein lies the ultimate failure of
_ Live: As a recording, it can only do so
much to put the listener into the moment.
Built To Spill is a band that strongly differs
in its live and recorded incarnations.
On albums Keep It Like A Secret
and There's Nothing Wrong With Love,
Martsch perfected a way of making his
two chief talents work together. Layering
plenty of virtuosic guitar overdubs over his
simple, memorable song structures, Doug
kept his songs concise and interesting. In
the live setting, the band elongates the
songs and gives Martsch a more direct outlet for his guitar hero leanings.
There's a huge difference
between being present while a band jams
and listening to a recording of a band jamming.
When you're there, you're a part
of the experiment. The improvising musi-

cians are taking a chance, stepping away
from the set structure of the song. There is
a chance they will meander off or dissonantly lose the plot. As a live witness one
doesn't know how things will tum out.
Listening to a recording of a fiveminute Doug Martsch solo is another thing
entirely. You know how it will tum out. If
it wasn't a good one, it wouldn't very well
be on the record, now would it? Taken
away from the single spotlight, where we
can't see the sweat-lined brow or the look
of concentration on the frantic face, a solo
is just a technical exercise.
The three-chord "Cortez The
Killer" sucks the wind out of the middle of
this record. After pleasant, professional
renditions of "The Plan" and "Stop The.
Show" and a "Randy Described Eternity,"
which is actually shorter than the album
original, LIVE has a nearly half-hour
stretch, consisting of "Cortez" and the
seamingly endless Halo Benders tune
"Virginia Reel Around The Fountain."
Unfortunately, a decent Love As
Laughter cover and a spot-on "Car" aren't
enough to redeem Live. The the album
ends sadly with seventeen minutes of
"Broken Chairs" which most listeners are
never even going to reach.
Guitar fireworks, Martsch seems
to think, are more important than pop
tunes.
Logic would dictate a band
known for well-written songs with flashy _
guitar overdubs, would dump the overdubs
when playing live (that's why they're
called overdubs, isn't it?) before abandoning the tunes.
It is impossible to say how captivating Built To Spill is in the moment,
when Doug actually wrangles those verbose statements from his Fender.
It can however safely be said that
-listening to the ten and fifteen-minute
recordings on LIVE is not much fun at all.
I'll put Keep It Like A Secret
back on now, thank you.

funk and hardcore. Nonetheless, it's a
good output for all the pent-up aggression
Rollins must have built up since his last
album in 1997.
Rollins admits that he was almost
ready unplug the microphone for good
until he met up with Mother Superior, a
trio from Los Angeles, and hired them as
his new back-up band.
"The Mother Superior guys got
me back into music," he says in a release.
"I was tired of music right then. I figured I
was done, but the first night with those
guys I thought, 'Oh yeah! I remember
this!"'
They wrote the material for the
album in the very same practice space
where Black Flag used to rehearse, and
finished 12 of the 13 songs in only a few
months. Keep your eyes open on the cover
of Thin Lizzy's "Are You Ready?" for guitarist Scott Gorman, who added his own
style to the new version of the song.
Rollins remains passionate about
his music, never letting up on the lyrical
ranting - some may call it"preaching" - for
which he is so famous.
It seems he always has a bone to
pick with somebody and he wants everyone to know about it, which may be the
motivational speaker creeping into his
lyrics.
But he also proves to be rather
introspective at times.
"At night the diesel roar speaks to
me and tells me more than any book I've
ever read or anything you've ever said/
With silent eyes inside I watch myself and
worlds collide/ The seasons bum and crack
my skin/ I live outside and stay within,"
Rollins sings in "Illumination."
If changing musical styles is what
made the multi-faceted, multi-tattooed
icon of post-punk perception get back into
music, then it's a blessing that Get Some
Go Again was created. We can only hope
such a prominent voice as Rollins' will
never be silenced.

Rollins Band
Get Some Go Again
Looks like Henry Rollins is having a mid-life crisis.
The Rollins Band's new album,
Get Some Go Again, rocks harder but is
less creative than its previous efforts.
Rollins must have thought he needed to go
back to his roots of hardcore metal/punk.
Rollins started out as the hyperactive, enthusiastic frontman of the famous
punk band of the late '70s and early '80s,
Black Flag. Since their breakup in 1986,
Rollins hasn't taken a breather. He has
been living the Walter Middy lifestyle,
pushing his creativity to the extreme and
building up quite an impressive resume.
Although he's spent much of his
time as a motivational speaker, actor, poet,
columnist for Details Magazine, VJ for
MTV, owner and proprietor of 2.13.61
Records, and author of several books,
Rollins never stopped writing and performing music. Talk about hard-core "do it
yourself' attitude.
Get Some Go Again returns to the
idea of thrashing post-punk metal but also
drops a lot of the jazz-inspired pieces that
former Rol)ins Band bass player Melvin
Gibbs produced. End result: more angstridden, jangly guitar solos and less experimentation in other areas of music.
It's quite a letdown for the fans of
Rollins' last album, Come In And -Bum,
which pushed Gibbs' jazz background to
the extreme and blurred the lines between
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Travis
The Man Who

,.

Already well-known and quite
popular in their stomping grounds of
Europe, Travis are attempting to conquer
the States with an a slot opening for Oasis
and an album released this week in the
U.S. which is launching their group to
stardom on the other side of the Atlantic.
Whether or not they gain a new group of
fans with their live performances, The
Man Who is a solid, intricate and heartfelt
work worthy of bringing about Stateside
success for the lads from Glasgow.
The opening track of The Man
Who alone is enough of a spectacle.
"Writing to Reach You" introduces lead
singer/guitarist Fran Healy's lilting vocals

against a background of dreamy, jangly
guitars. Healy subtly pokes fun at modem
popular artists, singing that "The radio is
playing all the usual/And what's a
Wonderwall anyway," in reference to the
song that gained Oasis world-wide fame.
The album, in large part, is quiet
and layered, not unlike a candy-coated
Radiohead sound. Though Healy's words
are not as slurred as those of Radiohead
vocalist Thom Yorke, his voice is in the
same range, and he demonstrates a similar
fondness for drawn-out notes. Some of the
songs on The Man Who, such as ''As You
Are" and "The Last Laugh of the
Laughter" would not have been out of
place on The Bends.
Though the two groups share the
same producer (Nigel Godrich), Travis
lack the huge musical climaxes that are
characteristic of Radiohead. Rather, they
stick to a more linear sound, which disguises the interwoven depths of the music.
The songs which are most memorable
upon first listen are the faster ones, such as
the poignant "Driftwood," "Tum," which
slowly builds from quiet verses to crunchy
choruses, and the sweeping, sweet "Fby
Does it Always Rain on Me?"
The Man Who contains only a

few weak spots: "Luv" and "She's so known for her 1984 pop hit "Lovergirl,"
Strange" never quite take off within has amassed quite a list of accolades over
Travis' already sleepy sound.
the past twenty years: on Motown
Travis come to the States after Records, she was the label's most successwinning both the Best Band and Best ful white artist, her duets with Rick
Album awards at TheBrits 2000. As they ("Superfreak") James are legendary, and
embark on their second tour with Oasis, ·she is one of the pioneering women in
hopefully their music and new album will R&B and pop music to write, arrange and
be received with the same welcome they produce. her entire catalog, which includes
four Motown albums, five Epic albums,
were given in Europe.
The Man Who hits U.S. record and one independent-label release.
Epic/Legacy's newest Marie colstores this week.
lection is part of a themed series entitled
"Love Songs." The Marie release contains
some of the soul singer's best material
from her Epic affiliation (1982-1990).
lncluded_are tracks such as her 1988 number-one soul music hit, "Ooo La La La,"
(which in 1996 was remade by the Fugees
as ".Fu-Gee-La"), as well as her trademark
James duet "Fire and Desire."
The "Love Songs" collection
nicely demonstrates Marie's genre-defying
ability by including soul/R&B ballads,
jazzy torch songs (where Marie shows off
her scatting abilities), and Latin-tinged
scorchers. Though Marie has had many
Love Songs
"Best-Of' albums released on both
Motown and Epic Records over the years,
Teena Marie, though perhaps best "Love Songs" shows Marie at the peak.

Teena Marie

INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING
f

AITENTION UCF STUDENTS!
Interested In Working For Some Of Orlando's
Most Established Companies This Summer?

1

lt s a simple calculation:

Tews Company Staffing Is Currently Recruiting

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

fund can equal better performance.

$375,000

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call
us. We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense
calculator so you can see for yourself that no matter

Students To Work Dutjpg The Summer For Numerous
fositions Inclu'1ing:

,.

Office AsSisfants
~~F,~l?Q
Cusf(lmer S ice
AccQl..Jlting Assistants
Admi'tlistrative AssjSta.nts

,/, ,
,.•

1•
"'•

Our clieti; <19clude Orli!do's Larg~;~ealthcare
Provider , h1~erci;;UIReal Es¥tte De\1elopers,
Telecontmurtie~nons Jirms 1,A:c;lte~iising Agencies
an4 M'ant i\lgrel''

$8-12/HOUR ... No Fee!
Call (407)740-8866 or
Email tzeiher@OrlandoJobs.net

low-Cost Auount

$313,000
----··--· . .,. .

~,l

Looking For a New Direction?

High-Cost Account

what your investment, you'll benefit from low
expenses. And CREF expenses range from just

0.29% to 037%.1
For more than 80 years, we've been committed to

low expenses, superior customer service and strong

Let us help you!

performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial
investment of $50,000 and hypothetical annual
returns of 11 %.l

---~--

CORPORATE STAFFING
SERVICES.

Permanent Placement

lllC.

Temporary

Temporary to Hire

Specializing in:

* Data Entry

* Office Manager
* Human Resource Assistant

* Administrative Assistant

* Secretary

* Office Clerical

* Customer Service
* Accounts Receivable

* Receptionist

ww w. ti a a· c ref . .or g
l. CREF is a variable annuity_ Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly.2. I.40'l6 i5 a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund;0.40% is near, but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. 3. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future results, of anyTIM·CREF account, or reflect taxes. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc.distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIM Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.distributes the variable (omponent of the personal annuities, mutual funds and tuition
savings agreements.TIAA and TIAA-OlEF Life Insurance Co. issue insurance and annuities.TIAA-cREFTrust Company,FSB provides trust services.Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.. For more complete information on our securities products, including charges and
expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, ext 5509, for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money. e 2000 TlAA-OlEF 1100.

* Accounts Payable

* Executive Assistants
To begin your new direction, call Today! A.sk for Jennifer at (407) 578-3888 or
email: Jennifer@staffi.ng91 l.eom

www.UCFfuture.com
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, HELP WANTED
Small landscape maintenance company needs
part-time and full-time help. If you enjoy
being outdoors and like to work with minimal
supervision, please call 407-365-4458.
Located in the UCF area.
Spanish and Portuguese ASP Programmers
Candidates wanted for new international web
site development work in Orlando. Must have
experience in ASP and HTML development
using MS Interdev. Visual Basic and SQL
Server experience is a plus. Candidates must
possess superb oral and written skills in
Spanish or Portuguese. Strong English communication skills are also a must. Full-time
and part-time positions available. Please email
resume to jobs@financialweb.com
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
PT childcare provider needed earn internship
credit & $. References required. University
area. Call Vicki for details @ 407-352-6771.

A national leader in quality childcare,
Childtime Children's Centers - located in
Oviedo - close to UCF - is seeking
full-time/part-time caregivers for our Infant Pre-.K programs. Contact Donna Lewis at
407-977-0525 for more information.
WORK WITH KIDS! HAVE FUN!
BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS NH/MAINE
SEEK COUNSELORS: TENNIS, SWIM,
VATERSKIING, LANDSPORTS, SAILING,
MORE! SALARY, TRAVEL,
ROOM/BOARD.
CEDAR (BOYS): 888-844-8080
APPLY: WWW.CAMPCEDAR.COM
WICOSUTA (GIRLS): 800-846-9426
PPLY: WWW.CAMPWICOSUTA.COM
BARTENDER
Make $100-$250 per night
No experience necessary
Call 1-800-981-8168 ext. 295

$$$IN'fERNET GOLD$$$
. Ground-floor opportunity with an incredible
E-commerce business. Unlimited potential'
Interested? E-mail inquiries to
Gwulff@aol.com

FunU.com
Leading college community web site looking
for highl.Y motivated, energetic campus sales
representatives. Gain invaluable experience,
earn internship credits, make excellent commissions and bonuses. Fax resume:
954-577-9228 (attn: Gary),
email: jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FunU.

Water safety certified lifeguard for summer
camp; 20-30 hrs/wk; wage based on
experience. Send resume to:
13600 Hawk Lake Drive, Orlando, FL 32837

Graduating? Looking for a career in
Leadership? Do you like children? Spend your
winters in Florida and summers in Maine.
Camp Laurel South, a quality co-ed children's
summer camp in Maine, is looking for a
dynamic person to join our year-round team.
Computer knowledge essential. Our winter
office is located in Gainesville, Florida. Great
salary and benefits in a fun, professional
atmosphere. Please call Frank or Jennifer to
set up an interview. 352:331-4600 or
888-528-7357. Visit us at
www.camplaurelsouth.com or email us at
fun@camplaurelsouth.com

ZOOM CULTURE.COM Looking for a job?
PAID INTERNSHIPS available immediately.
Develop and capture content for web broadcasting network. Tremendous opportunity with
incredible growth potential. Call
(919) 423-4500 or email
joe@zoomc:ulture.com
Busy office seeks person with excellent phone
skills to follow-up with clients, part-time,
evening hours. Good work environment.
Advancement. Ask for Shauna 800-370-4868.
SUMMER NANNY FOR NEWBORN
30+ hrs/week, May-August
for downtown area family.
Infant care experience,
excellent references a must.
Experienced, nutu{ing,
responsible sitters please call:
Pat or David (407) 648-5264
Job Description available.
Potential long-term position.

After school care (4 days) for our 7 & 9 yr
olds. Approximately 17 hrs/week. Must be
responsible, caripg & possess valid drivers
license. Lake Mary 407-302.-7997.
Play or work? Why not both? Winter Park
specialty toy store hiring part-time & full-time
sales & entry level manager. 407-622-8697 or
fax resume to 407-622-1590.
Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop! Plus, get free
meals, merchandise and more! To receive free
details, send # 10 SASE to: S&J Marketing,
Shoppers Division, 10151 University Blvd.,
-Orlando, FL 32817.
COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-3870
Special Summer Staff Needed!!!
Residential counselors needed to assist
disabled campers in recreational summer
camp. Salary+ R&B . (352) 383-4711.
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Teachers, Assistants & Summer Counselors
needed for state-of-the-art preschool &
school-age center. Best place around for kids&
staff! Great opportunity to broaden your experience in the field of education. PIT & FIT
available. Stop by KidTown: 1460 Tuskawilla,
Winter Springs.'Call 407-696-0113;
Fax 407-696-0126.

I

Swim Instructors • Wanted to teach summer
swim classes $9.50 hr. Must be certified. For
more information call (407) 699-1013.
Internet company seeks individuals to input
info for growing sites. Avg $8-$15/hr at your
own pace from home! No experience, only
simple web understanding.
www.anteater.com/jobs.html
jobs@anteater.com

BE FLEXIBLE ... SAVE$$$
Europe $199 (o/w +taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!
Call: 800-326-2009
www.4cheapair.com

CLUBS
The UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union meets Tuesdays at 8:00 pm in the
Student Union. Check monitor for room
location. Join us!

FOR SALE
MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # l selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.
l 990 Mazda MX6, sunroof, cruise control,
power windows, good condition. Appraised at
$4,400 and will sell for $3,300 obo. 99,000
miles - call 407-629-6653.
LAPTOP FINDERS
Dedicated to helping students obtain laptops
for school.
No more long hours in the library.
A $30 deposit is requited. Give us 30 days to
find the laptop of your choice at the price you
can afford or your money back.
Located 5 miles from UCF. (407) 366-2541.

UCFAREA
3/2 house, 1 room open. Seeking open-minded '
female. Financially secure a must. House has
a quiet vibe - we'd like to keep it that way.
Available May 1st. $247/month. 407-6589335.
1 RENTER WANTED 3/2 house furnished
including bedrooms, quiet residential community, $250/month includes all utilities except
individual telephone line. Owner resides in
this residence. Call Brent at 407-823-5035
Daytime.
Two Female Roommates needed. 3 bedroom/2
bath home on lake/pool. Security system/furnished. Seven minutes from UCF campus.
$380.00 month includes utilities. Open or yrly.
lease 941-461-5100 or 941 -694-9700

SERVICES
UCF Recreational Services will be offering
swim lessons at the UCF pool beginning April
8th and will run through May 13th. Classes
will be held on Saturday mornings and will be
45 minutes long. Cost is only $55. Contact
Debbie Madison at 407-823-2391 for more
information.

"Do I really _
need to
network?"
get all the answers:

ucf.eGrad2000.com

FoRRENT
23 year-old student at UCF looking for a live
in assistant. Free room and board, plus pay.
Must be responsible, caring and patient. Call
Tricia at 407-737-7505 or e-mail at
prima21@yahoo.com

<.

..

EMAIL: SALES@UCFFllTlJRB.COM MAIL:

120 Alexandria Blvd. Suite 17, Oviedo, FL 32765

CAB cunural Arts Presents
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Sweep
of JSU is
necessary
FROM PAGE, Page 40

..
CFF FILE PHOTO

Junior Matt Bowser tied senior Dustin Brisson for the team lead in homeruns with his ninth round-tripper of the season in.last weekend's 7-4 loss to Stetson.

l

l
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11-11 at home, but they have
lost seven of their last eight
there.
The Gamecocks have only
managed conference victories over Samford and
Campbell, and are coming
off a stomping at the hands
of Florida Atlantic. FAU
scored double digits in each
of the three games during a
sweep last weekend, outscoring JSU 33-3 .
"It's always important when
you go on the road because
all the teams are going to be
tougher on the road because
you're at their ballpark,"
pitcher Justin Pope said.
"Next weekend is a big series
and we need to go in there
and sweep."
JSU's lone brightspot on
the mound has been starter
Bill White. He is 6-2 with a
2.54 ERA in 10 starts.
However, White has thrown
only 46 innings and has
struggled with control, walking 31 batters, but has
chaiked up 84 strikeouts.
JSU's other two starters have done their share to help
keep the Gamecocks at .500,
but the bullpen has no pitcher with under a 5.25 ERA.
Joey Shiplett is 4-4 with a
4.31 ERA and has 71 strikeouts in 56 1/3 innings, and
Michael Lindsey is 4-3 with
a4.59 ERA.
JSU has been quiet at the
plate, hitting only .299 as a
team with only four players
hitting over .300 with more
than 90 at-bats. Andy Keith
leads the charge with a .403
average, 22 extra-base hits,
and 35 RBis.
Jason Nunn, Jason Moser,
and Russell Harry are the
major power threats for the
Gamecocks. Nunn has seven
homeruns and 31 RBis while
hitting .326. Moser has six
homeruns with 22 RBis, and
Harry has six homeruns with
24 RBis.
UCF needs prolong the
Gamecock struggles to make
sure it stays near the top of
the TAAC standings with
Florida Atlantic looming in
another week. With FAU
now one game ahead of UCF
for first, players and coaches
feel a sweep is necessary.
"We definitely need to
sweep,"
pitcher
David
· Rankin said. "We don't have
too many more losses to play
with if we want to hit 40
wins. They're all going to be
important from here on out.
We need to go in there and
pitch well and hit well and
come away with three .

April 12, 2000
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Pennant race heats up as April arrives
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

While snow blizzards swirled throughout the northeast and wind storms ruled
the night around Central Florida, Saturday
and Sunday afternoons at Tinker Field
were picture perfect, centered around pivotal TAAC baseball action between the
Golden Knights and arch-rival Stetson.
It's April. What else did you expect?
The Golden Knights enter this stretch
run of the regular season with high hopes,
on the cusp of the Top 25 after falling out
of the Baseball America poll, in which
they were No. 23. They've already swept
· Jacksonville in a _key series, but recently
sufferred through defeats in two of three
games against Stetson, including a 13-3
rout in the series opener.
"We haven't gotten beat down like that
since one of the games in the Alabama
series," closer Jason Arnold said. "I think
it was an awakening for us.
"This series (against Stetson) has always
been big, but of late, it hasn't been as big
because they've kind of been down.
They're back though and that first game of
the series kind of put it in perspective."
UCF rallied to take the second game 42, as Arnold shut down the Hatters in
relief, helping second baseman Mike
Fox's sixth inning homer stand up as the .
winning run. Stetson was able to take the
rubber game of the series, 7-4, on the
strength of a five-run seventh inning.
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF
Golden Knight pitching must produce for UCF to claim the TAAC's regular season championship and put itself in the best position for the conference
The teams are now tied for second in the

tournament.
~

PENNANT RACE, Page 29
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TROPICAL FORD, INC.
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I 9900 S. Orange Blossom Trail
Expires: JULY 31st 2000
I Orlando,
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PHOTO BY.JASON KoKOTOFF

Shortstop Mike Myers has been sterling defensively and has helped set the
table at the top of the order, proving himself to be a valuable asset si._ce
arriving Oklahoma State.

TAAC pennant
race features
three Florida schools

JUST FOR THE BUCK OF IT!
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY

8

P.M. - CLOSE

FROM PAGE, Page 28
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conference standings, <?Ile game
behind Florida Atlantic.
"It's kind of neat to be a part
of this. We haven't won the
TAAC since or gotten to the
NCAA's since I've been here,
but we're in the running now,"
Arnold said. "It's exciting.
There's a lot of tradition here
amd we're hoping to add to it."
Adding to the lure of a TAAC
pennant race is the fact that the
top teams are from within the
state's borders. That in itself
isn't a surprise, as teams from
the Sunshine state have long
been the class of the conference,
b~t the fact that FAU, JU,
. Stetson, and UCF have competed so fiercely during the past
decade has helped fuel the competition between tile schools.
Do11't call them rivalries though.
Coach Jay Bergman will hear
~ne of it To him, it is just
another needed win.
: "t'm not ICllly into rivalries.

What other people do is up to
them. If they say its a rivalry
than it is," Bergman said. "We
don't talk about it like that. For
us, its just concentrating on that
day's opponent..
"Even when I was at Florida, I
could never get up for the
Florida State game as if it were
any different. I'm just not like
that."
Bergman will concede that
this month is special. The outcome of games
against
Jacksonville State next week
and in Boca Raton against FAU
in two weekends will go a long
way in deciding how good the
team's at-large chances for the
NCAA's will be.
"April is important because
we play the top Florida teams
that are in our conference and
we need victories," ·Bergman
said.."It's the s~etch run, but the
conference champion is the o~
that ·wins the tournament. s0 · · ·
you're really playing all y~ to ·. ·
put yourself in the best positioo

possible.

'
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Bullpen woes continue to cloud Knights' fortunes
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

UCF's goal of returning to the NCAA Tournament
appears within reach. The starting rotation, closer
Jason Arnold, and a potent UCF lineup are a quality
combination that have coaches realizing that its talent could carry them that far.
But the team's bullpen could be the source of their
demise.
Last Sunday's collapse against Stetson, losing the
series, was the icing on the cake concerning the
struggles of UCF's relievers. With the Knights leading 4-2 and starter David Rankin tiring in the seventh
inning following a leadoff double, the bullpen was
called upon to keep the leaa for at least the seventh
and maybe the eighth inning to get to Arnold.
Von David Stertzbach relieved Rankin and yielded
a RBI single after recording an out, and Greg Good
walked the only batter he faced to put runners on
first and second. Jesse Marlo entered and allowed
three hits in one-third of an inning to give Stetson a
7-4 lead before having to give way to Arnold.
Coach Jay Bergman took credit for the loss.
"I didn't do a good job managing that (the seventh)
inning," Bergman said about using five pitchers in
the seventh. "That was a very poor job on my part,
and I'm going to take the blame for that."
But the bullpen woes are a continuing trend that
has shown few signs of improvement this year.
While Arnold's impressive numbers have helped
pad the true figures put up by the bullpen, things get
downright scary when his stats are removed. Arnold
has a 1. 75 ERA in 17 appearances with 46 strikeouts
in only 25 2/3 innings while holding the opposition
to a .149 average.
10 other relievers have been used to set up for
Arnold and very few have shown consistency. The
remaining bullpen has amassed a 6.45 ERA in 83 2/3

innings. They have combined to allow 69 runs on 113
hits with 39 walks, and the opposition is hitting .323
against UCF relievers not named Arnold.
"We need someone to step up out of the pen and be
able to hold a lead," Rankin said.
Brian Freeland, Clint Wells, and Good are the only
relievers who have consistently held their ERA near
3.00. Some of the players ERA's are astounding.
Mark Smietana (14.73 ERA as a reliever), Dan
Stillman (11.57), Scott Ridenour (9.39), and
Stertzbach (9.22) all are yielding more than a run per
inning. Marlo (6.42), Chris Youngberg (5.40), and
Zach Sutton (4.38) have been inconsistent.
For UCF to make a solid stretch run, it must find
four or five reliable arms out of the bullpen. To win
the conference tournament, a team must win four
games in four days, and Justin Pope, Casey Kennedy,
and Rankin can only start one game each and may
not be able to throw a complete game every time out.
The Stetson series could be just the tip of the iceberg, as UCF must still travel to Boca Raton for ·a
three-game battle with Florida Atlantic. With the
Owls rolling through the past few weeks, the bullpen
could be the difference whether UCF regains first
place in the TAAC or falls out of contention for the
regular season title.
With five games remaining before that matchup,
UCF has a few more chances for the bullpen to regain
some confidence. Rankin feels this team will have no
problems winning if the bullpen problems can be
·cured.
"We just have to get some help in the bullpen, and
~Zli~,·-~ I think we'll be ok," Rankin said. "If we can get that
fixed than we'll be ok."
Thus far, help has yet to arrive, leaving UCF at the
of its bullpen's success. A lack of improvemercy
CFF FILE PHOTO
ment could cost the Golden Knights its best chance
Closer Jason Arnold has been the lone dependable br-ight spot for a bullpen that
of extending its season beyond a NCAA Regio_nal
has been shaky at best and blew a 4-2 lead in a 7-4 loss lo Stetson on Apr. 9.
bid.
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• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •
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UCF SLIPS UP AGAINST STETSON
UCF held a slim one-game lead heading into the three-game series
last weekend with Stetson, and it reversed its fortune with two losses against the Hatters. UCF split the doubleheader on Saturday, losing the first 13-3 and winning the second 4-2. Then UCF blew the
third game to lose 7-4.
The UCF bullpen had struggled all season and it ·was none the more
evident Sunday as UCF lost 7-4 to Stetson 'to lose the series at Tinker
Field. Three relievers allowed five Stetson runners to score in the
seventh to drop UCF out of first place in the TAAC.
"It's tough," Coach Jay Bergman said. "You expect to win the third
game at home and you should win the third game at home. We just
have to hope we can turn it around."
Jesse Marlo entered the game with UCF still leading 4-3, and he
proce~ded to be beaten around as he allowed three hits in only 1/3 of
an inning that forced Jason Arnold to be brought back after throwing
50 pitches on Saturday.
"I didn't do a good job managing that (the seventh) inning,"
Bergman said about using five pitchers in the seventh. "That was a
very poor job on my part, and I'm going to take the blame for that."
UCF still had a chance in the ninth down three runs and the tying
run at the plate. But with one out and runners on second and third,
Mike Fox struck out and Ivan Trujillo flied out to end the rally.
Mike Fox came to the plate with the game tied 2-2 Saturday and
UCF already one game down in the series against Stetson after a 133 loss in the opener. He made sure UCF came away with the victory.
Fox hit the second pitch from Stetson starter Jason Oglesby over
the left field fence to give UCF a 4-2 win and a split in the doubleheader with the Hatters.
"That (hitting a game-winning home run) has never happened
before," Fox said. "I got a good pitch to hit and I got a good swing
on it."
Jason Arnold earned the victory in relief of Casey Kennedy, as he
held Stetson hitless
the final 2 1/3 innings. Kennedy was pulled
after allowing only two runs, but he allowed the tying run to score
when he threw a wild pitch.
"That win was huge for us," Arnold said. "Maybe we took them a
little bit lighter than we should have (in the first game), and they gave
us a pretty good awakening. This win put the pressure back on them.
We're at our own park, so we'll go ahead and win the series tomorrow."
Jeremy Frost did his part to make sure ucF had a chance in both
games. He went 5-for-5 with two runs scored, three RBis, and two

m

Located in the UCF
Student Union

~

BASEBALL NOTEBOOK

• MAMAS MEATBALL SUB • SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH • ITALIAN STALLION • BLTC •

NOTEBOOK, Page 32

Where UCF

students

want
to be!

Other Floorplans Available

D

3 and 4 bedroom apartments
flj Fully furnished, including full size.washer and qryer
6 Private bathrooms ;in every bedroom are available
flj Individual Leases
flj Roommate matching service
fa Onsite volleyball court} 2 fitness centers, 2 swimming pools,
2 clubhouses, computer lab, and so much more
fa Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and- use of ali of our facilities
fa Beautiful lakeside settings

Located on McCulloch Road
just outside the UCF North Gate!

For More Info Call:

366-7474
visit our website at: www.roya/properties.com

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

The Knights had problems-holding on to Stetson in last weekend's three game
series, dropping two of three games at Tinker Field.

L
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BASEBALL NOTEBOOK (COn't)

Ben Stmer Jenna Etfman Edward Norton

FROM PAGE, Page 31
extra-base hits.
Justin Pope was hit hard early and often before getting pulled in
the third inning during Stetson's 13-3 victory in the series opener.
Pope allowed nine runs on nine hits in only 2 1/3 innings, but he
was out of sync in the first inning because of a nearly 30 minute
delay because the grounds crew didn't have the field ready.
"The delay by the grounds crew is what caused the ball game,"
Coach Jay Bergman said. "That's uncalled for, and it will never
happen again."

.i
~w
ffl

TAK/NliADIP
After leading the TAAC, for two weeks and moving back "into
the top 25, UCF lost three of its four games last week. UCF
dropped into a tie for second place with Stetson at 9-3 in conference play, while Florida Atlantic took over the top spot at 10-2.
Also, for the second time this year UCF dropped out of the
Baseball America and Baseball Weekly rankings.

ON THE ROAD Ali4/N
UCF has struggled on the road this year, putting together an
average 8-7 mark, including 2-1 at a neutral site in the Disney
tournament. It heads out of Orlando for seven of its next eight
games, including six TAAC games. The Golden Knights played in
Tampa Tuesday against South Florida before heading to
Jacksonville, Alabama for a three-game series against
Jacksonville State. Following a one-game return home for the
series finale against USF, UCF heads to Boca Raton for a threegame showdown with Florida Atlantic.

ETC.
UCF lost a TAAC series for the first time this season and ended
a five-series winning streak. The last conference series loss was
May 7-8, 1999 at Mercer. . This was the first home series loss
since losing two of three against Florida Atlantic May 1-2, 1999.
. Matt Bowser tied Dustin Brisson for the team lead with his ninth
home run .. The loss for Pope was his first since losing 10-5 at
Alabama Feb. 27. He had won five consecutive starts .. UCF fell
to 19-5 at home.. UCF still holds a 49-36 advantage over Stetson
in the all-time series.
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COMING SOON TO THEATRES EVERYWHERE

-university Club
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NOW LEASING!
O_ Immediate Openings·
Now and for the Fall
Q Rent by the Room
Q Roomm~te Matching
Q Choice of Furnished. &Unfurnished Rooms
a Utilities Included*
Q Full Size Washer & Dryer
-Q Intrusion Alarms
r:l Multi-Channel Digital
Cable System
Q Ethernet Available
•

c

Floor Plans
FtR~TFLOOR

-~

SECOND FLOOR

~.

*resrtictions apply

·::, · >:' '.> ·.

IMiLE FROM~UCF . . · .

_.' >- · .-. - C~r~er ~Lt\..tafay~ Trail & Lokanotosa Trail/Science Drive
•

CFF FILE PHOTO

first baseman Dustin Brisson is one of only a handful of Golden' Knights to
experience postseason play, which UCF hopes to return to this season.
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RESERVE YOUR ROOM TODAY!

407-277-4007
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK

Richtberg were great."
The loser was Marlo (1-2) who gave up foll1: nms (all
earned) on seven hits. He struck out two and walked one.

.Region honoree Cally Howell and the rest of the Golden
Knights will be featured on Sunshine Network's "At the
Top of Her Game." The show will air Monday, April 10,
at 6:00 p.m. and Tuesday. April 11, at 11:30 a.m.

Marzetta Ties UCF Hurdle Record

UCF Sprj.ng Tournament Schedule
9:00 a.m. UCF vs. Providence
lQ:lYa.m. Providence vs. Jacksonville
11 :3Q a.m. Jacksonville vs. Manatee Magic
12:45 p:ro. Providence vs. Manatee Magic

Home Runs Lift USF Past UCF
South Florida used a rare display of power and fielding
prowess in a 6-2 win over then-No. 23 UCF at Red
McEwen Field in Tampa on Apr. 4. A pair of home runs
drove in USF's first four runs
the Bulls, who had
averaged 2.61 errors per game over the last 18 games, did
not commit an error in the field for the first time in four
weeks.
"Early in the season we were saying 'nice job, errorless
ball again. errorless ball again,' but the last four weeks it
hasn't been there," said USF coach Eddie Cardieri.
"Where our fielding went I have no idea. We played a
nearly perfect game. We made big hits and we made big
pitches. We beat a good club and shut them down. It was
just a nearly perfect game and I'm very pleased."
Daniel Boyd's fifth home run of the season to center field
gave USF (16-17) a 1-0 lead in the second inning. The
Bulls added three more in the third when Mike
Cunningham singled to right field with two outs and
Chris Cuccia followed with a single to center. Mike
Eylward smashed ms team-leading sixth home run over
the left-center field fence and USP led 4-0. Both Boyd
and Eylward m-0ved into a tie at No. 6 on the USF career
home run list with 28.
"I'm not up there trying to hit borne runs but .he (UCF
starter Jesse Marlo) threw me a fastball and I .got good
barrel on it," said Eylward, a junior from Clearwater
High SchooL "We're starting to swirig the bat in the right
situations and we're also pitching well. We played as' a
·
team tonight."
UCF pulled within 4-2 when Mark Batia reached on a
fielder's choice in the sixth and Dustin Brisson homc;red
to right center with two outs. The .B ulls rebuilt a four-run
lead with two .in the seventh when Cunningham singled
and Eylward walked. Boyd's thin:Lhit of the night, a double down the left field line, scored two.
John Gorham (6-·3) scattered five hits -- four singles
and the Brisson home run -- while strikil,J.g out four and
walking one. David Richtberg allowed just two singles
over the last three innings and earned his second save.
"We pitched great," said Cardieri. "Gorh~ and

and

University of Central Florida junior transfer Kellie
Marzetta (Gilbert, Ariz./Iowa State) sprinted to a school
record-setting finish time of 14.31 in th~ JOO..Meter
Hurdle event of the Duk:e Invitational, tying the standard
formerly set by Michele Boike in April ofl998.
Marzetta took 15th overall in the event, while
her jumping counterpart, Corliss Cade (Calumet
Park, Ill./Richards HS), finished 25th at 14.71
seconds.
Cade also claimed UCF's only top 10 finish of
the meet, which boasted 2,300 competitors -from
nationally ranked schools, including No. 4 South
Carolina and No. 13 Syracuse. Cade's triple jump
of 13.38m (40'07.5") placed her sixth out of 45
women in the event.

2:00 p.m. UCF vs. JacksonvijJe ·
3: 15 p.rn. UCF vs. Manatee Magic

UCF To Close Season
Tournament At Home
NCAA Women's Soccer Tournament finalist,
the University of Central, Florida, will close its
spting season, Saturday, April, 8, by J;iost,l,:pg a
four team tournament· at the UCF Arena Soccer
Complex.
UCF will go head-to-head with Trans America
Athletic conference runner-up, Jacksonville
University, Providence College and the Manatee
Magic c;lub team. The first match of the touma:qientis scheduled for 9:00 a.m., with each game
following in one hour and 15 minute increments.
There will be six g~es in all, each consisting of
30~minute

halves.

Admission to the tournament is free for the Pl:lbCFF FILE PHor
lic.
Coaches
Amanda
Cromwell
and
Michelle
Akers
were
predominantly
feature
Incidentally, Coach Amanda Cromwell, assis11
tant coach Michelle Akers, junior All-Southeast in a segment on Sunshine Network's At the Top of Her Game" she>w thi

past week.

Surviving FINALS

•·

i

I
I

You have pushed yourself all semester to keep up with your studies. NOW is the time.to put in a
little extra effort to get through finals and pull off good grades. How are you going to make the most of the
precious hours before exams? Here are some suggestions:
1. Good lecture notes. If your notes aren't
very derailed. get together with a classmate
and review each others· nores. And while
you·re a[ ir. don't just read your notes. copy or
rype rhem over so your brain has another
chance co absorb the information.

2. Grab friends. Study groups can be a
waste of time if chey aren't focused. However,
they can be invaluable if you have just a few
people who come prepared to quiz each
other and really work. even if you·re studying
different subjects.

7. Anticipate. Remember your professors'
hour-long rangenrs? There will probably be a
question on one of them. You know your
instructors. so scruccure your studying around
what they feel is most importanr.
8. Eat well. If you do rhe all-nighcer thing,
you will probably crave junk food. This is
especially true if you're PMSing, Greasy or
sweer snacks will only make you feel sluggish
rhough. so don·c give in! Stick wirh a healthy
diet.

9. Get comfortable. If you've gor to spend
'>:«ft;. wtmt <'t. fm~J:tfiltiit.
/Ii.' n,Jt~irli 0.10f pn~1~.;.bt>tt
Ort' i f'U~tt<X' (\iCH A!J'J4mil\U

lilr ~i:. <;ltr• ~~11 trtri>tn<~.Vi
f,,,• !I"'\ Arid PU1~1ex lMtS

3. Get up and Get Moving! Sirring in one
place for several hours can puc you to sleep.
Stand up. walk around. or move from one end
of the library to the ocher if you need a
change of scenery.

the day studying, treat yourself to wearing
your most comfortable jeans and sofrest old
sweatshirt And. if it's rim cime of the month.
try Playtex«> campons because rhey arc so
comfortable you won't even feel them.

4. Hove a strategy. Starr with the most difficulc su~jecc. or the one you like least. You'll
be able co concenrrace more on a boring
subject when you're fresh.

lase look at flashcards and take a

5. Take a break. Take quick breaks or naps
when your body needs them. Usually. JS
minutes of relaxing for every hour of study is
a good balance. Just don·r forget ro sec your
alarml
6. Be creative. Don't be a slave to wordy
textbooks. Find a way to make chem easier to
digesr. Make flashcards for names. daces and
vocabulary. Making up songs and rhymes are
other ways to give your brain an extra
memory boost.

10. Be confident! Before rhe cest. take one
couple of deep breaths to relax. Be sure co
take along extra pens and/ or pencils. Co in
wich che confidence of knowing you·re ready
for anyrhing!

So comfortDble

you can't even feet them.
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
DRAFT ll4Y NEARS
With the NFL Draft approaching next weekend, the Golden
Knights have one player they hope
will become an NFL selection. Receiver Charles Lee, who led the
Knights in receptions (87), yardage (1183) and was second in
touchdown receptions (5), is ranked among the top 30 wideout
draft prospects for the April 15:-16 draft.
The problem for Lee may be that the depth at receiver may make
him a late-round pick. ESPN.com's Mel Kiper, Jr., believes eight
wide receivers will be selected in the first round alone. UCF coach
Mike Kruczek says Lee has done all he can to make himself
noticeable for the draft.
"I've heard that he did fairly well in his workouts with the various
teams," Kruczek said. "I've talked to most of them about it. They
like his height and his size, he has good speed for a kid his size
and catches the ball fairly well.
"It's tough to tell where he's going to go in the draft because it's
a great year for receivers. I don't know where he stands in that
bunch, probably in the top 15 or 16, but you don't know how far
they'll get into the draft before they pick a guy like Charles."

TAMPA B4Y TIPS
To make their first trip to the NFC Championship game in more
than 20 years, the Tampa Bay
Bucs rode their athletic, play-making defense all season. It is that
success through a tough defense that has UCF's defensive coaches looking to mimic some aspects of the Tampa Bay defense.
Coach Gene Chizik, the- Knights! defensive coordinator, took his
staff to Tampa on Apr. 5 where they met with Bucs defensive
coordinator Monte Kiffen.
The Knights and Bucs have met together for the past few years,
with UCF often spending the trip taking notes on Tampa Bay's
swarming defense, Coach Mike Kruczek said.
"A lot of the stuff we've got we've gotten from them," Kruczek
said. "I'm sure that Monte Kiffen is open minded to listen to
everybody about exchanging ideas, but really we wanted to go
down there and look at the simplicity of what they do on defense
and try and simplify what we do on defense around the same philosophy.
"It's not real difficult, Tampa's real base-[oriented in their
defense], they're real simple. They have the athletes and they just
turn them loose and use their athletic ability. I hope that we can
get a little more complex in what we do. I think our defense is
going to be a lot better than it was last year. It was hard to tell continuity wise because you had some guys missing and critical
pieces to the puzzle.
"We had linebackers hurt, but we have a lot of returning starters
FOOTBALL, Page 35

UCF students selected to be Air Force pilots:
JEREMY CASTOR
SHAWN COREY
JEFFREY GRITTER
TAYLOR LEE
JOSEPH PAYNER
JONATHAN REED
UCF students selected as Air Force navigators:
JESUS GONZALEZ
SCOTT SERKIN
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN QUALIFY FOR PILOT &
NAVIGATOR SLOTS!! We need people for all of our 120
careers-not just flying positions. You can major in whatever
field you choose. We have 2, 3, and 4-year programs to meet
your needs.
Talk to us about scholarships regardless of your major. We .
also have special scholarships for electrical engineers.

For more information, call us at 407-823-1247
(UCF-lAIR) or visit us at Building 501 (behind the
Recreation Services Building/Swimming Pool).

DUNKIN'
DONUTS®
APPLY NOW
HIRING ALL SHIFTS
FLEXIBLE HRS
COMPETITIVE PAY
$100.00 Bonus

UPON COMPLETING

<,f\

••

lst60Days
Apply In Person at:
CFF FILE PHOTO

Receiver Charles Lee has put himself in the mix of wideouts NFL teams are
looking at for the upcoming draft, utilizing his size and speed to open eyes
around the league.

10725 E Colonial Dr
91 Mitchell Hammock Rd.
Orlando
Oviedo
12075 Collegiate Way
(corner ofAlafaya & University)

Orlando

I!
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FROM PAGE, Page_ 34

As fat; as the unfair comparisons to Kearse, a former UF
standout, Kruczek says only time will tell which player
in the secondary and we've got a solid front. I feel like has a bigger impact for their team.
"He's got to deal with that, but it's not his fault. That
we run well enough and keep it simple, that we should be
was
the decision made by the Viking organization, they
productive."
felt like they needed a quarterback and they do. He was
the right pick, but he's got to prove that. Kearse already
MINNESOTA'S MAN
proved that, he's All-Pro in his first
As the only. football player in UCF history to have his
year.
number retired, Daunte Culpepper
"I don't believe you can win a
has his legacy secure on campus. Now the former record
Superbowl without a quarterback.
setting Golden Knight and current Minnesota Vikings'
That's been proven many times over.
quarterback will get his first try to impress the residents
You can win it without a great defenof Minnesota.
sive end. I think that will eventually
Last week, the Vikings announced they would not ·
·
prove
itself out with Minnesota."
resign last year's starting QB, Jeff George, allowing the
veteran to pursue a backup spot with the Washington
GET THOSE GRADES
Redskins. Culpepper, the 11th overall pick in last year's
Kruczek
Spring practice ended more than a
draft, has been anointed the Vikings new No. l man for
month ago for UCF's football team, but the team hasn't
next season under center.
Culpepper's former coach, Mike Kruczek, says practice stopped working. Kruzek has emphasized strength conwith the Vikings' first-team offense will tell if Culpepper ditioning for the team during the offseason, especially
is ready for the NFL spotlight. He feels the opinions after watching UCF get manhandled by bigger, stronger
players from Florida, Georgia and Georgia Tech last
regarding Culpepper are premature.
year.
"I've read some articles. John Clayton at ESPN the
"Our big priority athletically is strength development
Magazine wrote a very negative article about Daunte,"
and
size. It isn't so much getting in shape, we don't have
Kruczek said. "They keep harping on the fact that Carter
anything
to get in shape for at this point. We'll eventualand Moss don't have the confidence in Culpepper, and I
ly
get
a
little
bit better as spring and summer goes, get
probably believe that.
ready
for
camp,
is development of our strength and pick"The guy hasn't taken a snap in a game and the only
ing
up
some
extra
weight."
snaps he's taken has been with the third team and has
Aside from getting stronger physically, the Knights
minimal preparation. So, obviously his performance
level at this point isn't anywhere it needs to be. You've also hope to finish strong in the classroom also.
"[We] also want to work on the academic side of things,
got to get reps. I don't care who it is, you got to get reps
we've got a number of kids who need summer school and
to understand the offense.
"I believe once that happens, he's going to be fine. I that's always a little bit shaky," Kruczek said. "We try to
haven't seen him much this offseason when he was in finish this last month of April strong, academically. We
Orlando, but I imagine he's excited about the opportuni- try to make sure we're in class and doing whatever extra
· work we have to pick up our grades."
ty.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Quarterback Vic Penn will be a valuable weapon under center
when the Golden Knights break ca~p in the fall and tangle with
Georgia Tech in the season opener.

All you have to do is give;up smokln.g one
pack of cigarettes per da for one 1Jear ·
and save S I 500.001

$1500.001

fora IJ8ar

'

•
•

the USA
and 9 friends

Help make our _
campus smoke free
Come b\I the Campus Wellness Center
Trailer 61 7 and fill out a survelJ and get a FREE .T -SHIRT.
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Culpepper determined to prove skeptics wrong
FROM PAGE, Page 40
on at will by everyone last season. That is where the
Viking players, media and fans should be nit-picking at,
as the defense has been abused on a consistent basis
since former defensive coordinator Tony Dungy was
hired by Tampa Bay.
All Culpepper needs is time, experience, and most of
all, a little patience.
"Daunte Culpepper is going to be our starting quarterback," Green told The St. Paul Pioneer Press. "A lot of
his classmates got a chance to play last season. But he's
going to be the best of that group."
That type of confidence is what Culpepper must feed

on. Everyone spoke of him glowingly upon his being
drafted, but now that the time has come to rely on their
investment, some in the Viking camp are shying away.
Holding a clipboard didn't do much to get their attention
last year, and Culpepper's pre-season was victimized by
playing mop-up duty behind the third string defensive
line.
"The guy hasn't taken a snap in a game and the only
snaps he's taken has been with the third team and has
minimal preparation," UCF Coach Mike Kruczek said.
"So, obviously his performance level at this point isn't
anywhere it needs to be. You've got to get reps. I don't
care who it is, you got to get reps to understand the
offense.
"I believe once that happt'.ns, he's going to be fine."

The University of Central Florida product will have a
lot of pressure on him this fall. Not only will he have
the burden of leading an offense with thousands of
doubting eyes on him, but he'll also have to do it on the
fly, with a small school tag, and an antagonizing mass
of people waiting to say "I told you so".
Culpepper, like us, hails from UCF, whi~h around the
country, elicits the quick response- "Where?" He's one
of us Knights, out there in the real world trying to make
it while bringing attention to a university in need of
national prominence.
In Orlando, there are no detractors. Those who know
him will only pull for him. He's one of us. Represent,
Daunte, represent.

Women's tenhis falls to Miami
FROM PAGE, Page 40
of ran out of gas in the heat," said
Prokopec who had her 16-game
unbeaten streak snapped.
"We played a tough Miami team,
but I'm proud of the team. We
played hard," said first-year head
coach Patricia Allison whose team
fell to 16-4 on the season and 2-4
against nationally ranked teams.
. The Golden Knights continued
their quest for an upset victory
when No. 26 Florida International
visited the UCF Tennis Complex.
Last year, UCF topped FIU 7-2 in
Miami, but this meeting proved to
be more difficult for the Golden
Knights. The Golden Panthers
jumped out to a 4-0 lead behind
straight set victories from No. 56
Anneliese Rose at No. l,
Alexandra Guzman at No. 2,
Marine Nizri at No. 5 and
Christina Campana at No. 6. The
Golden Knights scored a pair of
victories when Gouttefarde outlasted Mariana Faustinelli for a 2-6, 76, 6-2 win at the No. 3 position and
Prokopec downed Maria Montoya
6-3, 6-1 in the No. 4 slot. The vie-

(

tories marked Gouttefarde's 18th
on the season and Prokopec's 17th
in 18 matches. UCF never recovered and dropped two of the three
following doubles decisions.
"I felt like we had a chance, but
FIU played very well," said Allison
who now prepares her team for the
TAAC Tournament starting on
April 13 at the Mandy Stoll Tennis
Center in DeLand .
UCF enters the tournament hosted by Stetson on a 31-game winning streak in TAAC play that
includes three straight TAAC
Championships. The Golden
Knights are 7-0 against TAAC
teams on the season, outscoring
their opponents 49-3. The junior
trio of Svantesson, Prokopec and
Hadas Ronen and sophomore
Marieke Gunawan are all undefeated in singles play. Gunawan, a
native of Kendoya, Indonesia, is 70 in singles and 6-0 in doubles.
"We are going to do everything
we can to win another championship, but like I said before, we
still have to pay attention to detail
to achieve our goal," said Allison.
"That's so important."

J

CFF FILE PHaro

Senior Veronica Widyadharma didn't play in UCF's losses lo Miami and Florida International this past week.
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Positions for the Homecoming Executive Board WOO are still available!
Positions available:

Perhaps correspondence courses from the Division
of Continuing Education could help. We offer o
comprehensive catalog of courses, from Anthropology
to Spanish, with on array of options. You may enroll in
these courses al any lime and take up to a year to
complete them. All the college credit courses are
accepted• by all state universities in Florida.
Enrollment by mail, telephone, World Wide Web,
or in pernin. All textboaks and study materia~ available
al time of registration. In Gainesville call 392.1711,
elsewhere 1.800.327.4218. Contact us by e-mail:
learn@doce.ufl.edu, or visit us al our website:
www.doce.ufl.edu.

Applications for ilie 2001 Dance Marailion
Board of Dkectors

King and Queen

are available in ilie CAB Office,

Skit Kni~t

21) Student Union.
They are due by noon. on

Applications vmI be available April 10
and are due back by noon on April 19.

I

~UNIVERSITY OF CONTINUING

r~JFWRIDA E o u c AT 1 o N

•

Frl~y, April 28.

For more information Call 823-6471, or stop by SU 215.
Homecoming and Dance Marathon are funded by Activify and Service fees as allocated by SGA.

•
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Men's tennis surging as Tournament approaches Crew team sweeps
at FIRA Regatta
DAVID WINBERG
STAFF WRITER

The closer the Trans America Athletic
Conference Championships get, the steadier the
play of. the UCF men's tennis team becomes.
Last week, the Golden Knights went 2-1 including a 4-3 upset victory against nationally ranked
Brown and a 7-0 routing of TAAC foe
Jacksonville State. The lone loss came to a
tough University of Miami team that is ranked
No. 18 in the nation.
"We are a streaky team, but I think we have
stabilized play since the beginning of the season," said first-year head coach Bobby
Cashman. In their first nine matches, the Golden
Knights went 3-6, before they put together a
five-game winning streak that included wins
over Campbell, Florida Atlantic, Northern
Illinois, Tennessee-Martin and Morehead State.
"During that stretch, we had a very good win
against FAU," said Cashman who came to UCF
from the University of Kansas last August.
The Owls have been hot since the loss against
the Golden Knights defeating nationally ranked
DePaul and Ohio State en route to a No. 45
ranking.

"FAU is probably going to be the top seed in
the TAAC, and I don't mind playing them
because I think we match up pretty well with
those guys," said Cashman.
Being able to get up for the top teams shows
the talent and depth the Golden Knights possess
in order to challenge top ranked Florida Atlantic
and Georgia State at the TAAC Tournament, but
UCF has also had some low points during the
year according to Cashman.
''I'm not satisfied with our performances
against Stetson and West Point where we lost.
We need to find a way to win against less lower
ranked teams even if we are not playing up to
our potential."
UCF may face a lower ranked team in the
opening round of the TAAC and should the
Golden Knights advance, coach Cashman,
whose team is 4-2 in TAAC play, doesn't fear the
rough competition they will face at the Mandy
Stoll Tennis Center in DeLand on April 15.
"We have had a very tough schedule," said
Cashman whose team faced 12 opponents that
have been nationally ranked at some point of the
season. "The guys should be ready by now
because we played SO many great teams.
II
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MARGARET CAPPS
STAFF WRITER

UCF crew broke out the broom last weekend, sweeping all three titles
at the F1RA Florida State Championship Regatta in Tampa on Apr. 8.
Both the men and women's teams won their individual point trophies
and combined totakehomethe overall points title. The event was hosted
by FIR.A. which is the Florida Inter-collegiate RowingAssociation.
In the women's varsity 8 race, UCF initially placed second to the
Hurricanes. :Bu4 Jacksonville U:riiversity filed a protest against Miami at
the end of the race_; Tfle jwyJ .Which makes deeisions on protest$, agreed
that Miami's boat did cross into rurs Jane. Because Miami imp.eded the
pr~gress of JtJ'.: they were a.Ss~ssed a penalty which knocked thetii down
to ~d pla~e;, Thi~ p~t
in~ond J?lace an4pushed UCF up to first.

JV

.the ti,mes in the event were n~t po§ted because of the protest.
The UCf1,men's_ yarsity, 8 G~mpeted well against Miami, FIT, and Embry
02

Riddle but JU endect up winning the event. However their lightweight 8
pa$sed up {)othJJE and Jimbry,,Riddle ~y less.than two sec9nds with their
tune of 5:40.6.'
',
. .•

. 'Ii.be w:omel,11S;fiesh,me;ntuovice pt<;>grapi also'faired well at states. Their
top eight defeated the five other crews in their event with a 6:24.6 to
Miami's second ;place time of 6:322 The UCF women's top freshmellf
novice 8 had notbeaten UM since 1996.
'l'he 'men's freshmen/noW.ce 8 placed fourth in their event with a time
of 5:52.3 to UFs 5:43.8.

Kisairnrnee $poPl:s Arena
and '/he Catch Pen Galoon
Invites all U.C.F. students out to our
Friday Night Rodeo and to kick back in
our lounge and enjoy a live band after
the rodeo.

2 lqr the price ol1
(wml TJIJG Af) ANP A $'I'fl/)£NTW.}
Only $10.00 includes rodeo and lounge
admission.

(proper LD. required)
Directions: Take the greenway (411} west to
the John Young Parkway.·Take John Young
Parkway South to Hwy 192. Turn right and go
S traffic lights to Hoagland Blvd. Turn left and
go Z 1/Z miles and look for the RODSO signs.
For more information call 401 ..ggg-0020

NEVER WAIT FOR
l::QUIPMENT.
EXPERIENCE
THE
If

.

DIFFERENCE.
•BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT

& FACILITIES

• 34,000 SQ. FT.
• 50 PrECES OF" CAROIO
EQUIPMENT
•SPINNING

•

• AEROBIC & KICKeOX

CLASSES
•TANNING

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

3

Next Day Delivery
Available!
1-800-311-RENT

I 002 N. Semoran Blvd.

ORLANDO, FL
195 I McCoy Road

407-281-0 I 00

407-851-5810

ORLANDO.FL

www.aaronrentsfurniture.com

I
I
L

--------,
50 OFF :

ENROLLMENT FEE
Two Weeks Free. First Time Visitors Only.
18 Yrs & Older. With Coupon.

-· ---- - - -- --- -

CORNEI~

I
I
.J

OF' RED BUG LAKE & TUSCAWILLA

696-0600
WWW.GOLDSGYMORLANDO.COM
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"Do I need
a briefcase?"

Check it out!
Pensacola Campus Schedule
CFF F1LE Puaro

Frenchman William Guerin is one of the holdovers from last year's team that UCF has depended on to help the
team through its current transitional period which features a new coach and freshmen athletes.

Guerin adiusts to
change to lead Knights
DAVID WINBERG
STAFF WRTTER

After.last season's 19 _5 record and TAAC runner-up finish, the UCF men's tennis team experienced quite an overhaul. Gone were seniors
David Winberg and Pedro Pacheco, along with
interim head coach Michael Dublin, who relinquished the job to newly hired Bobby Cashman.
When the 2000 season began, only three play-

Guerin, who is a serve and volley style singles
player, says that his ability to play at the net in
singles has helped him to be so successful in
doubles.
..
"It helps in doubles when you have decent volleys, because most of doubles is volleying and
reflex," he said. "I have pretty good hands, so
that helps me in doubles. For singles, it's part of
.my game I try to take advantage of every oppor-

·
tunity I have to go to the net."
ers with UCF experience took the court for the
As a team, the Golden Knights have struggled .
Golden Knights, forcing the tec:µn to rely heavily to a 10-11 record this year, but are 4-2 in TAAC
on four incoming freshman. Among
play and will be the No. 4 seed in the April 13the returning members was senior William 16 conference tournament. Ahead of them in the
Guerin, who would be expected to build upon standings are Florida Atlantic, Georgia State,
his breakout season of a year ago, and provide and Campbell, but the Golden Knights beat both
stability to a very young team. Fortunately for Campbell and FAU in their regular season meetUCF, Guerin is no stranger to change.
ings. According to Guerin, UCF's inconsistency
A native of Villeurbanne, France, Guerin came has not been because of a lack of talent, but
to the United States after graduating from rather because of the team's youth and inexperiFrederic Faiys Lyceeum High School in hopes of ence. Freshmen Grayden Moore, David Moore,
playing college tennis and earning a Master's Augusto Sanabria and Ryan Winters have all.
Degree. While in France, Guerin had played seen considerable playing time while adjusting
competitive tennis for most of his life, but says to college life.
that French tennis is very different from what
"It hasn't been easy because (the freshmen) are
just discovering college tennis," said Guerin.
goes on in the U.S.
"I used to play many tournaments in France," "They don't always ad like they should, but
said Guerin. "But it's not really like here where they've been ma'king the effort, and hopefully we
you play for a school team; you p~ay for your- c~ come together as a team for the TAAC
self. There are club teams, but it's nothing like Tournament and we can have a good run there."
this."
Guerin and Fernando Martinez are the team's
Guerin enrolled at William Carey College in lone seniors, and· Camacho is the only other
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, but was forced to trans- - player returning from last year's roster, making
fer when William Carey cancelled its tennis pro- Cashman's job much harder. Despite the lack of
gram after his freshman year. And while he did experienced players, Guerin says that Cashman
have anoth<?r option, Guerin chose UCF.
has done very well for the team.
"I had a few offers from New Mexico State and
"(Cashman ·has) been helping us a lot this
UCF," he said. "I figured that it was better to year," he said. "He's brought us together and
come here for everything; the weather, the pro- kept the team disciplined. He's been around for
gram, and the opportunities that are here that a while, so he knows his stuff. I think he's defiyou don't have at New Mexico State."
nitely doing a good job for us."
In 1999, his first season as a Golden Knight,
Although he is listed as a senior, Guerin will
Guerin stepped right in and became an integral return to play another season at UCF. He is only
part of the team. Playing most of the year in the a senior in the classroom, where be will graduate
No. 2 and No. 3 spots, he posted a 13-9 singles in May with. a Bacheloris Degree in Busi~ess
record, and his 18-5 doubles record was among after only three years of college.
the team's best. This year, Guerin leads the team
While he is working on his MBA degree next
with 11 singles victories, and is a dominating year, Guerin will be able to complete his fourth
18-3 in doubles, playing mostly in the No. 1 spot year of NCAA eligibility on the tennis court.
with junior Federico Camacho.
The Golden Knights return everyone but
"I started well," said Guerin. "I had a few good Martinez next season, leaving veterans Guerin
matches at the beginning of the season and then and Camacho to lead a young nucleus of talent
I struggled a little bit. I've been playing good that will only improve.
doubles, but I've been a little bit up and down in
The combination of talent and experience gives
singles. But I'm playing better lately, so hope- UCF tennis a bright future, and maybe will profully I can get a few good wins at the TAAC vide Guerin with a stable situation - a welcome
change.
Tournament to •help the team."

Prefix and Number
Hours
Accounting
ACG6309

Course Title

Cred

Acct. Aspects of Bus. Policy Deter.

3'.0

Biology
Z00101 O General Zoology
Communication Arts
COM411 O Business & Professional Comm.
RTV3200C
RTV3942
SPC3301

4.0
3.0

Television Production
Practicum: Nautilus News Television
Interpersonal Communication

3 ..0

Educational Organization & Admin.
The Principalship
School Reform: Research to Practice
Integrated Curriculum
Research Practicum
Integrated Curriculum
Research Practicum
Research Practicum-EH
Research Practicum-LO
Introduction to Educational Tech.
Instructional Technology
Integrating Tech. Across the Currie.
Integrated Curriculum
Research Practicum
Research & Trends in Reading

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

English Composition I
Introduction to Literature

3.0
3.0

1.0
3.0

Education
EDA6061
EDA6503
EDA7423
EDE6206
EDE6482
EDM6235
EDM6912
EED6942
ELD6942
EME2040
EME3402C
EME3410
ESE6217
ESE6421
RED6747

>

English
ENC1101
LIT2112

Environmental Studies
GEA2000
GE03372

Nations & Regions of the World
Conservation of Natural Resources

3.0
3.0

United States to 1877
United States since 1877
Western Perspectives I
Western Perspectives II

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

History
AMH201 O
AMH2020
EUH1000
EUH1001

,,

Legal Administration
PLA4103

Legal Research & Writing

3.0

Advanced Calculus I
College Algebra
Trigonometry
Precalculus Algebra
Calculus with Business Applications
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers
Differential Equations
Mathematical Methods for Engineers
Vector Analysis
History of Mathematics
Seeing Through Statistics
Elements of Statistics
Special Topics in Statistics

3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

American Constitutional Law •
Civil Rights

3.0
3.0

Comparative Behavior & Cognition
Child Development
Theory of Personality
General Psychology

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

School Social Work
Social Justice I Action I Policies
Research Design in Social Work
Drug Abuse
Community Action Practicum
Drug Abuse
Community Action Practicum_

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0

Mathmatics
· MAA4211
MAC1105
MAC1114
MAC1140
MAC2233
MAE2810
MAP2302
MAP4403
MAS4156
MHF4404
STA1013
STA2023
STA5166

Political Science
POS3603
POS3623

Psychology
CBH5255
DEP3103·
PPE4003
PSY2013

Social Work
SOW3990
SOW4233
SOW4403
SOW4700
SOW4991
SOW571 O
SOW5990

PLEASE NOTE: Each course offered is listed once.
UWF courses are listed on the Internet at http://uwf.edu/nautical/OfferSearch.htm. Click on a course for specific time/loca- .
tion information on each section offered. Or, check our printed
course guide, UWFFYI (contact Admissions for a copy).

· UNIVERSITY OF

WEST FLORIDA

11000 University Pkwy.• Pensacola, FL 32514 • (800) 263-1074
uwf.edu • click, current students• click, course offerings
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Knights look to extend·JSU struggles
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

UCF knew when it first looked at the
schedule for the 2000 season that April
would be the most important month
because it would face the three other
schools from Florida in Trans America
Athletic Conference play. Fortunately, the
Golden Knights get some reprieve this
weekend when it heads to Jacksonville,
Alabama.
Still, there is business that must be taken
care of, and the Golden Knights can't
afford to let up, as every victory aids their
hopes for an NCAA Tournament bid.
"Every weekend from here on out is
important," Coach Jay Bergman said.
"We've played two of the top three teams
already and they're out of the way. Even
though Jacksonville State may be a little
bit down, we still have to go up there and
win."
J::i.cksonville State has struggled this
year, even at their small home field, which
has- resembled a launching pad in years
past. The Gamecocks have fallen on hard
times of late, losing 13 of their last 17
games.
JSU has dropped to last place in the
TAAC with only a 2-10 conference record
and is 19-19 overall. The Gamecocks are
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

PREVIEW, Page 27

Women's
tennis
suffers pair
of setbacks

Reliever Zach Sutton hopes to adequately set up closer Jason Arnold and help pace UCF to much-needed victories in this weekend's three-game road
series at Jacksonville State.
DAVID WINBERG
STAFF WRITER

After winning 10 straight matches,
including four Trans America Athletic
Conference tilts, the UCF women's tennis
team, ranked No. 49 in the latest
WingspanBank.com rankings, enters the
upcoming TAAC Tournament with two
straight losses under its belt.
For the second time in three years, the
Golden Knights traveled south to take on
the University of Miami. In 1998, the

KN/6HTWRITER

Hurricanes blew past the Golden Knights,
recording a convincing 9-0 win without
losing a single set.
No. 45 Miami recorded another 9-0 victory, but UCF was a lot closer this time.
Svantesson,
Gaelle
Ann-Jeanette
Gouttefarde and Sonja Prokopec all
extended their Miami opponents to three
sets. Svantesson, a junior from Kalmar,
· Sweden, won the first set against Alanna
Broderick 6-1 at the No. 1 position, lost a
hard fought second set after a tiebreaker

SPORTS EDITOR

Dante

WOMEM'S TENNIS, Page 36

Culpepper Hiers real world amid adverse conditions
TONY MEJIA

Minas

and the third 6-1. A native of Lyon,
France, Gouttefarde grabbed the second
set against Meredith Laughlin, but
dropped the decisive set 6-1 and
Prokopec, a junior from Novi Sad,
Yugoslavia, got off to an early start taking
the first set, but lost the next two to Marcy
Hora.
"I played a very good first set, but I kind

Former UCF quarterback
Daunte Culpepper's role as an
apprentice is over. The 1 lth
pick in the 1999 NFL Draft had
his timetable moved up a year
by Coac:h Dennis Green, and
will be thrust into the 'Spotlight
as the team's starter, pulling the
trigger in one of the league's
most dangerous offenses.
As much as Culpepper relishes the opportunity, it was a
grudging promotion at best for
the Ocala native. The original
plan was for Culpepper to take
over in 2001, but the departure
of former league MVP Randall
Cunningham, irrevocable differences in negotiations with Jef!
George, and the unsuccessful
courting of Dan Marino left the
Vikes with no choice.
CFF FILE PHOTO
It's DC or bust. Actually, DC
Culpepper wil get first aack at maintaining the hip-powered
or Bub.
offensive effidenty, laut may in Minnesota lteleve lae's IOI ready.

*

Bi.Ibby Brister, formerly the
backup in Denver and
Pittsburgh, was signed to serve
in the same capacity for
Minnesota, officially leaving
the job in Culpepper's hands.
Suddenly. one of the league's
top quarterback situations, with
veterans Cunningham and
George tutoring Culpepper has
turned into one of the most tenuous, uncertain ones and Viking
players and fans aren't happy
about it.
Receiver Cris Carter, a perennial All-Pro and the teamrs
emotional leader has made his
displeasure clear, citing
Culpepper's lack of experience.
The Minnesota media hasn't
been supportive either, further
enducing the ire of fans upset
that the Vikes have selected
Culpepper over Jevon Kearse,
who appears destined to reign
as the NFL's top defensive play-

er for the rest of this decade,
helping ·the Titans to the Super
Bowl while setting a new sack
record for rookies in his debut
season. ·
Hey Viking faithful: Ease up.
Slow your roll. Take a chill pill.
Do what ever you have to do to
calm d-0wn. First of all, Kearse
wouldn't have been the selection anyway. After all, three
more teams passed on him
before Tennessee snatched him
up. That Draft day, the VIkes
were going to select Culpepper
or Arizona comerback Chris
McAlister, who ended up in
Baltimore with the 10th pick.
If. Minnesota really wanted to,
they could have traded up to get
McAlister, who started as a
rookie for the Ravens and
would have been an immense
help to the Vik.es embarassing
secondary, which was thrown
CULPEPPER, Page 36
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